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momA The museum of modern Art New York

Henri matisse

InTERIOR wITh A VIOlIn

1917-18

oil on canvas

45 3/4 x 35”

(116 x 89 cm)

statens mUseUm for KUnst, copenHagen

JoHannes rUmp collection

© 2003 sUccession H. matisse/

artists rigHts society (ars), new yorK
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pablo picasso

GuITAR

1924

painted sHeet metal

43 3/4 x 23 3/4 x 10 5/8” 

(111 x 63 x 27 cm).

mUsée picasso, paris, m.p.260

© 2003 estate of pablo picasso/

artists rigHts society (ars), new yorK
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Pierre HuygHe

Les gr ands ensembLes, 1994-2001

V istaV is ion tr ansferred to d ig ital 

h a rd d isc .  7  m inu t es,  41 seconds 

(continuous loop). music by pan sonic 

and cédric pigot (random program).  

edit ion of 5, 2 a .p.  courtesy of the 

artist and marian goodman gallery, 

new york and paris.
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PrIze WInner’s exhIbItIon Features FILm 
InstaLLatIon and scuLPture

an exhIbItIon oF the Work oF French artIst 
PIerre huyghe, the WInner oF the hugo boss 
PrIze 2002, WILL oPen at the soLomon r. 
guggenheIm museum on January 24, 2003. the 
exhIbItIon WILL Present tWo Works, a FILm 
InstaLLatIon Les grands ensembLes (2001) and 
a scuLPture L ‘exPedItIon scIntILLante, act II:

untItLed (LIght shoW) (2002). the exhIbItIon 
WILL be InstaLLed In the toWer 2 annex 
gaLLery through may 4,2003.

thIs exhIbItIon Is sPonsored by hugo boss ag.

“we are extremely pleased to present the work of pierre 
huyghe, the 2002 winner of the hugo boss prize,” said 
thomas krens, director, solomon r. guggenheim museum. 
‘through his remarkable body of work, which includes film, 
photography, video, sound, computer animation, sculpture, 
design, and architecture, huyghe examines the narrative 
structures of popular culture and the relationships between 
fiction and reality, memory and history.”

“for me, art signifies innovation, creativity, and 
cosmopolitanism in its true sense,” said bruno sälzer, 
chairman and ceo of hugo boss ag. “i am extremely 
pleased to honor pierre huyghe, whose work embodies the 
spirit of ingenuity that this award seeks.”

huyghe has gained international prominence over the past 
five years for his extraordinary works that explore the 
convergence of reality and fiction, memory and history, and 
their relationship to various modes of cultural production. 
incorporating a range of media, in his diverse works, the 
artist intervenes in various familiar narrative structures to 
investigate the construction of collective and individual 
identities. the artist is interested in both reading and 
making possible multiple, subjective reinterpretations of the 
incidents and images that shape our realities. through such 
“re-translations,” huyghe offers a way for his characters and 
his viewers to retake control of their own image, their own 
story.

for the guggenheim exhibition, huyghe presents two 
works, a film installation les grands ensembles (2001) 
and a sculpture l ‘expedition scintillante: act ii: untitled 
(light show) (2002). both works address alternative modes 
of representation and communication. in les grands 
ensembles a pair of bleak buildings, models based on 1970s 
french housing projects, enacts a subtle inanimate drama. 
enveloped in a snowy fog, the uninhabited scene is both 
romantic and alienating. “these subsidized public projects 
ended up being an architectural and social failure,” explains 
huyghe. “they were a corruption of le corbusier’s social 
and architectural modernist theory.” these nondescript 
structures were conceived as temporary, but have remained, 
though somewhat invisibly. huyghe brings the buildings 
into view and gives them agency. “without beginning or 
ending, the two, low-income towers dialogue in a strange 
morse code given by the light of their respective windows, a 
blinking existence,” huyghe continues.

hugo boss PrIze
Pierre HuygHe
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forming an uncanny dialogue with les grands ensembles, the 
sculpture installation l ‘expedition scintillante. act ii: untitled 
(light show) acts as a giant music box. the sounds of eric satie 
reorchestrated by claude debussy filter through the space 
as pulsating lights and smoke emanate from the sculpture in 
the outer gallery. the effect is that of a “psychedelic concert,” 
according to huyghe. huyghe recalls, “i remember dan 
graham once said that rock and roll was the new religion.” 
the artist gives form to the memory of this type of collective 
experience while conjuring the strange connections between 
the realm of the familiar and that of the unknown. both pieces 
hint at alternative levels of reality and prompt viewers to 
question the unseen powers that may control these structures 
and, in turn, the effects that these environments exert over 
the people in their midst. at the same time, confronted with 
what is reminiscent of an empty stage, viewers are invited to 
project their own stories into the scenario.

pierre huyghe was born in 1962 in paris, where he currently 
lives and works. the artist graduated form the école nationale 
supérieure des arts décoratifs, paris, in 1985. his work has 
been presented in numerous solo exhibitions including 
shows at the kunsthaus bregenz, bregenz, austria (2002); 
neu nationalgalerie, berlin (2002); musée d’art moderne et 
contemporain, geneva (2001); the stedelijk Van abbemuseum, 
amsterdam (2001); musée d’art contemporain, montreal 
(2000-2001); centre georges pompidou, paris; and the 
museum of contemporary art, chicago, and the renaissance 
society, university of chicago (2000); aarhus kunstmuseum, 
denmark (1999); musée d’art moderne de ia Ville de paris 
(1998).

his work has been represented in notable group exhibitions, 
including an exhibition featuring ann lee at the Van 
abbemuseum, eindhoven (2003); the museum of modern 
art, san francisco (2002-2003), and moving pictures, on view 
at the solomon r. guggenheim museum through January 
12, 2003; no ghost Just a shell, kunsthalle Zurich (2002); 
documenta 11, kassel (2002); animations, p.s. 1 contemporary 
art center, long island city, new york (2001); regarding 
beauty: a View of the late twentieth century, hirshhorn 
museum and sculpture garden, washington d.c., and haus 
der kunst, munich (1999-2000); the istanbul biennial (1999); 
the carnegie international, pittsburgh (1999); the Venice 
biennale (1999); premises, guggenheim museum soho, new 
york (1998); and the second Johannesburg biennial (1997). 
additionally, huyghe represented france at the Venice 
biennale (2001) and received a special award.

HugO BOSS PriZe

the hugo boss PrIze, a biennial 
international award administered by the 
solomon r. guggenheim Foundation, was 
established in 1996 to recognize significant 
achievement in contemporary art. since 
its inception the prize has been awarded 
to american artist matthew barney (1996); 
scottish artist douglas gordon (1998); and 
slovenian artist marjetica Potrc (2000). 
huyghe was selected by an international 
jury which included sandra antelo-suarez, 
independent curator and founder and 
editorial director, trans>area and trans>
arts.cultures.media Lisa dennison, deputy 
director and chief curator, solomon r. 
guggenheim museum; yuko hasegawa, 
chief curator, 21st century museum of 
contemporary art, kanazawa, Japan; thomas 
krens, director, solomon r. guggenheim 
Foundation; suzanne Page, director, arc - 
musée d’art moderne de Ia ViIle de Paris; and 
nancy spector, curator of contemporary art, 
solomon r. guggenheim museum.

hugo boss ag has provided critical support 
for many of the guggenheim museum’s 
programs since 1995. the company is a 
sponsor of the upcoming matthew barney: 
the cremaster cycle, and was a sponsor of 
the exhibition Frank gehiy, architect, the 
highest attended exhibition in the museum’s 
history. In addition, hugo boss has helped 
to make possible retrospectives of the work 
of georg baselitz, ross bleckner, Francesco 
clemente, ellsworth kelly, and robert 
rauschenberg, and special projects with Jeff 
koons and James rosenquist.
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acrobat on tr aPeze 

1940

oil on canVas

146 x 90 cm

courtesy of the 

sa int louis art 

museum ; bequest of 

morton d.may 

© Vg b ild -kunst, 

bonn / dacs 20 02
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IntroductIon
max beckmann is widely acknowledged as one of 

germany’s leading twentieth-century artists. a figurative 

painter throughout his career, beckmann depicted 

the world around him with an unparalleled intensity. 

his work emerges directly from his experiences of the 

first and second world wars, the political upheavals 

of the 1920s and 1930s, the rise of nazism, exile in 

amsterdam and his final emigration to the united states. 

by capturing the objects and events that surrounded 

him, beckmann hoped to grasp the deeper mysteries 

underlying human existence. he perceived and painted 

the world as a vast stage, at once real and magical, upon 

which his own life and the traumas of contemporary 

history were closely intertwined.

beckmann continuously engaged with new artistic 

developments and was eager to compete with his 

peers. however, he refused to join any movement or 

Max 
BeckMann
12.02.03 - 05.05.03

thIs exhIbItIon Is a 
coLLaboratIon betWeen 
tate modern, London, 
the museum oF modern art 
neW york and musée georges 
PornPIdou, ParIs.

the London PresentatIon Was 
curated by sean raInbIrd, senIor 
curator tate.

text by susanne bIeber, assIstant 
curator tate modern.
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tate modern 

© tate photogr aphy

andrew dunkley
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subreaL

from the ser ies : 

interV iewing the c it ies 

20 02

courtesy of the art ist 

photo : subre a

marIeL a gemIsheVa  >

out of myself 20 02

photo install at ion 

4 works 150 x 103 cm. 

2 works 42 x 30 cm.

photogr aphs by 

danail shturbanoV 

courtesy of the art ist

ma x beckmann

chrIst and the Woman taken In aduLtery 

1917,  oil on canVas 149.2 x 126.7 cm

courtesy of the sa int louis art museum ; bequest of curt Valent in

© Vg b ild -kunst, bonn / dacs 20 02
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ma x beckmann

the sInkIng oF the t ItanIc 1912-13 

oil on canVas 265 x 330 cm   

courtesy of the sa int louis art museum ; request of morton d. may 

© Vg b ild -kunst, bonn / dacs 20 02

group, cultivating the image of an isolated figure within the history of modern art. nevertheless, his work after 

the first world war had strong affinities with german expressionism and cubism. during the 1920s beckmann 

was regarded as a forerunner of new objectivity (neue sachlichkeit), and a decade later incorporated abstract 

elements in his paintings. his ability to respond to artistic challenges ensured the continuing vitality of his art.

this retrospective provides a largely chronological overview of beckmann’s artistic career. it focuses on three 

pivotal periods: 1918-23, 1927-32 and the late 1930s into the 1940s. the first period reflects the impact of the 

first world war, during which beckmann served as a medical orderly. by contrast, the second period is colored 

by prosperity and public recognition. the final period is once again marked by the experience of war. under the 

nazi regime beckmann was classified as a ‘degenerate’ artist and fled to amsterdam in 1937. even though this 

was a time of privation, isolation and anxiety, it was one of beckmann’s most productive periods. the exhibition 

ends with beckmann in america, where, in the last three years of his life, he once again achieved widespread 

recognition as a major force in modern art.
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ma x beckmann

FaLLIng man 

1950, o il on canVas 141 x 88.9 cm 

ple ase credit:  nat ional gallery of art, washington, g ift of mrs. ma x beckmann 

photo : r ichard car afell i  © Vg b ild -kunst, bonn / dacs 20 02
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Tate Modern

Tate Modern is Britain’s national museum of modern art. 
Tate Modern displays the National Collection of international 
modern art from 1900 to the present, which includes major 
works by Dali, Picasso, Matisse and Warhol as well as work 
by contemporary artists such as sarah Lucas, Mona Hatoum 
and Anselm Kiefer. Housed in the former Bankside Power 
station in southwark, London, Tate Modern opened on 11 
May 2000 and welcomes some 3 million visitors per year.

Tate Modern History

In December 1992, the Tate Trustees announced their 
intention to separate the display of the Tate Collection in 
London between two sites. The original Millbank gallery 
would show British art from 1500 to the present day, 
while a new national gallery of international modern and 
contemporary art would be created at a separate site.

In 1994, the Trustees acquired an option on Bankside Power 
station in southwark, designed by sir Giles Gilberts scott 
who was also the architect of Battersea Power station, 
the Liverpool Anglican cathedral and the famous British 
red telephone box. support for the £134 million project 
was provided by the Millennium Commission, the London 
Borough of southwark, the Arts Council and english 
Partnerships as well as by charitable funds, 
private companies and individuals.

In 1995 the leading swiss 
architects Herzog & 
de Meuron 
were 

appointed to 
transform the 

power station into a gallery.  
Construction began in autumn 1997 

and by the end of 1998 seven new floors 
had been built including 14,000 square metres of 

exhibition space and a two-storey glass light beam’ with 
spectacular views north and south.

Collection Displays and Exhibitions

The collection is displayed thematically in four suites that 
explore how the traditional genres of art - still life, the 
nude, landscape and history painting have evolved through 
the modern era. The themes link historic works with 
contemporary, and combine painting and sculpture with 
film, video, photography and installation. Rooms examining 
art historical themes are interspersed with rooms devoted 
to a single artist.

Tate Modern’s programme of temporary exhibitions and 
special displays brings works from all over the world to 
the gallery. some are major retrospectives, others explore 
particular themes or introduce lesser known artists. The two 
exhibition suites on Level 4 provide space for around five 
temporary exhibitions each year in a self-contained area 
with a dedicated exhibition bookshop and expresso bar. 
The former Turbine Hall provides a huge showcase for the 
annual sculpture commission in The Unilever Series.
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MATissE 
piCAsso 
02.13.2003 - 05.19, 2003

THe MuseuM Of 
MODeRN ART TO 
PReseNT 
MATISSE PICASSO
GROuNDBReAKING 
INTeRNATIONAL 
exHIBITION 
exPLORes 
COMPLex 
ReLATIONsHIP 
BeTWeeN TWO 
MODeRN MAsTeRs
 
MOMA QNs, 33 sTReeT AT 
QueeNs BOuLeVARD, 
LONG IsLAND CITY, QueeNs

MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York

HENrI MATISSE

sElf-porTrAiT

1906

oIL oN CANVAS

21 5/8 x 18 1/8” 

(55 x 46 CM)

STATENS MUSEUM For KUNST, CoPENHAGEN

JoHANNES rUMP CoLLECTIoN

© 2003 SUCCESSIoN H. MATISSE/

ArTISTS rIGHTS SoCIETY (ArS) NEW YorK
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MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York
PABLo PICASSo

seLf-PORTRAIT WITH PALeTTe

1906

oIL oN CANVAS

36 1/4 x 28 3/4” 

(92 x 73 CM)

PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM oF ArT: THE A.E. GALLATIN CoLLECTIoN, 1950

 © 2003 ESTATE oF PABLo PICASSo/

ArTISTS rIGHTS SoCIETY (ArS), NEW YorK
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Matisse Picasso seeks to chart the unique relationship between Henri Matisse and Pablo Picasso, 

the two most famous artists of the twentieth century, traditionally viewed as complementary or 

opposing forces. The relationship between the two men was more complex and much closer, on 

both psychological and visual levels, than has generally been acknowledged. Over the years each 

came to regard the other as his only true peer. Late in life, Picasso stated that time would show 

how in many ways, he and Matisse had been following the same paths during the years that they 

had established their artistic supremacy. Their initial rivalry encouraged each artist to find his own 

clear and original voice.
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MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York
M
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Henri Matisse

Blue Nude: MeMory of Biskra

1907

Oil On canvas

36 1/4 x 55 1/4”

(92 x 140 cM)

tHe BaltiMOre MuseuM Of art

tHe cOne cOllectiOn, fOrMed By dr. 

clariBel cOne and Miss etta cOne Of 

BaltiMOre, Maryland

© 2003 successiOn H. Matisse/

artists rigHts sOciety (ars), new yOrk



Matisse Picasso consists of almost 140 works focusing primarily on painting, with sculptures inter-

spersed throughout and special sections of works on paper which reinforce critical thinking raised 

by the confrontations of works on canvas. The exhibition begins with self-portraits executed by the 

artists in 1906, the year they met, and with works they exchanged soon thereafter. Matisse was by 

then established as leader of the Fauve movement, which represented everything that was innovative 

and daring in French painting. Picasso, although he had been recognized in Spain as a child prodigy, 

was still something of an outsider in Paris. But shrewd observers already saw the two men as the 

rival personalities most likely to influence future developments in contemporary art.
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Pablo Picasso

BATheR

1908-09

oil on canvas

51 1/8 x 38 1/8”

(129.8 x 96.8 cm)

The museum of modern arT, new York

louise reinhardT smiTh bequesT

© 2003 esTaTe of Pablo Picasso/

arTisTs righTs socieTY (ars), new York



The largest part of the exhibition concentrates on works produced between 1907 and 1917, when the 

painters were in open competition and created some of the finest art of the twentieth century. In this 

period, the impact of Picasso’s Cubism is clearly evident in Matisse’s work. Beginning in 1917, Matisse 

spent more time in Nice and reverted to a more intimate, introspective, and naturalistic manner. 

Picasso stayed mostly in Paris and was working in diverse styles and experiencing a succession of 

new social and aesthetic worlds. The Surrealist ethos, which Picasso did so much to foster, served 

to further distance the two artists. Yet they continued to study each other’s work and respond to 

each other in new ways. By the 1930s, their fame drew them increasingly together.
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henri maTisse

View of collioure

1907

oil on canvas

36 ¼ x 25 ¾”

(92 x 65.5 cm)

The meTroPoliTan museum of arT, new York

Jacques and naTasha gelman collecTion, 1998

© 2003 succession h. maTisse/

arTisTs righTs socieTY (ars), new York
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During the Second World War, Matisse and Picasso exchanged further works and increasingly drew 

support from each other. After the war, when Picasso moved to the South of France, their relationship 

entered its final and closest phase. A concluding section of the exhibition, which explores Matisse’s 

and Picasso’s acrobatic figures (swimmers, dancers, and nudes) from the 1 920s onwards, focuses on 

the latter years and the startling affinities between their works.

This exhibition is a collaboration between The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Tate Modern, London, 

and the Reunion des musées nationaux /Musée Picasso, Musée national d’art moderne / Centre Georges 
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MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York

Pablo Picasso

LANDSCAPe

1908

oil on canvas

28 ¾ x 23 5/8”

(73 x 60 cm)

PrivaTe collecTion

© 2003 esTaTe of Pablo Picasso/

arTisTs righTs socieTY (ars), new York
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MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York

henri maTisse

Portrait of MadaMe Matisse

1913.

oil on canvas

57 ½ x 38 ½”

(146 x 97.7 cm)

The sTaTe hermiTage museum, sT. 

PeTersburg

© 2003 succession h. maTisse/

arTisTs righTs socieTY (ars), new York

Pompidou, Paris. The curators are: John elderfield, Chief Curator atLarge, The Museum of Modern Art, 

New York; Kirk Varnedoe, Professor of the history of Art, School of historical Studies, Institute for 

Advanced Study, Princeton; John Golding, Painter and Art historian, London; elizabeth Cowling, Senior 

Lecturer, Department of Fine Art, University of edinburgh; Anne Baldassari, Curator, Musée Picasso, 

Paris; and Isabelle Monod-Fontaine, Deputy Director, Musée Nationale d’Art Moderne, Paris.

Because of the close cooperation between the four participating museums, Matisse Picasso will be 

uniquely rich in confrontations between major masterpieces never before physically juxtaposed. 
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These will be reinforced by generous loans from the Hermitage Museum in Saint Petersburg, the Pushkin 

Museum in Moscow, and from two museums notably rich for their holdings of works by Matisse: 

Statens Museum for Kunst in Copenhagen and the Baltimore Museum of Art. Private collectors and 

the families of both artists have been generously supportive of the exhibition.

Matisse Picasso examines the complex relationship of the two artists through almost 140 works 

of painting and sculpture that span half a century. The exhibition features rarely lent masterpieces 

from all over the world as well as works from MoMA’s unparalleled Matisse and Picasso collections. 
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MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York

Pablo Picasso

WOMAN iN YeLLOW

1907.

oil on canvas

51 ¼ x 38 ¼” 

(130 x 97 cm)

Private collection

© 2003 estate of Pablo Picasso/

artists rights society (ars), new york
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MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York

henri matisse

The Piano Lesson

1916.

oil on canvas

96 ½ x 83 ¾”

(245.1 x 212.7 cm)

the museum of modern art, new york. 

mrs. simon guggenheim fund

© 2003 succession h. matisse/

artists rights society (ars), new york

M
aTisse

Unique to the MoMA showing will be seven works from every period covered in the exhibition. Matisse 

Picasso demonstrates a dialogue between the two giants of twentieth-century art, who in spite of 

their lifelong rivalry came to see each other as true equals. The exhibition is co-organized by The 

Museum of Modern Art, along with Tate Modern, London, and the Reunion des musées nationaux 

/Musée Picasso, Musée national d’art moderne /Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris.

The exhibition curators are John elderfield, Chief Curator at Large, The Museum of Modern Art, New 

York; Kirk Varnedoe, Professor of the History of Art, School of Historical Studies, institute for Advanced 

Study, Princeton; John Golding, Painter and Art Historian, London; elizabeth Cowling, Senior Lecturer, 
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MoMA The Museum of Modern Art New York

Pablo Picasso

MAN LeANiNG ON A TABLe

1915-16

oil on canvas

77 ½ x 52” 

(197 x 132 cm)

Pinacoteca del lingotto

giovanni e marella agnelli

© 2003 estate of Pablo Picasso/

artists rights society (ars), new york
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Department of Fine Art, University of edinburgh; Anne Baldassari, Curator, Musee Picasso, Paris; and 

isabelle Monod-Fontaine, Deputy Director, Musee Nationale d’Art Moderne, Paris.

The exhibition and accompanying publication are sponsored by Merrill Lynch.

A major grant is also provided by The Starr Foundation. The Museum acknowledges generous support 

from an anonymous donor. An indemnity for the exhibition has been granted by the Federal Council 

on the Arts and the Humanities. Additional funding is provided by Monique M. Schoen Warshaw.
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surreaLisT MuseTHe GeTTY

Man ray

american

1890-1976

Le Logis de l’Artiste (The Artist’s House)

c. 1931

oil on canvas

lent by a. and r. Penrose

© 2002 man ray trust 

artists rights society (ars) ny

adagP, Paris

LOS ANGeLeS

The many faces of Lee Mil ler 

-  model, muse, and artist -  are 

explored in Surrealist Muse: Lee 

Mil ler, Roland Penrose, and Man 

Ray at the Getty from February 

25–June 15, 2003. The exhibition 

traces Mil ler’s colorful l i fe and 

legacy from 1925 to 1945 through 

more than 100 photographs, and 

in selected paintings and mixed-

media works. These objects 

document the impact of her 

talent and powerful personality 

on artists with whom she came 

into contact, and explore the 

influences of these collaborations 

on her creative l ife. The works on 

display are from the Getty’s 

permanent collection, the Lee 

Mil ler Archive, and the Roland 

Penrose Collection. They range 

from early pictures of Mil ler’s 

modeling career in New York, 

to Surrealist images showing 

her influence on Man Ray, 

Picasso, and Roland Penrose, 

to her astonishing World War i i 

photographs documenting the 

demise of Hitler and the Third 

Reich.  

Deborah Gribbon, director 

of the J. Paul Getty Museum, 

commented,  “it is diff icult to 

think of another woman who has 

had such a far-reaching impact 

on a group of artists and their 

work. We see Mil ler’s image 

and influence as interpreted by 

others, and then see the source 

of that power in her own creative 

vision.  Mil ler’s legacy is al l  the 

more compell ing because she 

made her presence felt at a time 

when women were sti l l  struggling 

for equal r ights. She helped pave 

the way, leaving her indelible 

mark on a world soon to be 

altered by war.”
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THe GeTTY   February 25¨-  June 15, 2003

MUSe, MODeL, AND ARTiST 
The iconic inFLuence oF Lee MiLLer aT The GeTTY 

SurrealiSt MuSe
Lee MiLLer
roLand Penrose
Man raY

Lee Miller

american

1907-1977

Self-Portrait with Picasso

Paris, august 1944

gelatin silver print

lent by the lee miller archive

© the trustees of the lee miller archive, 

east sussex, england, 1999

 

As muse, Mil ler was a rare 

inspiration, equally comfortable 

and forceful in front of and 

behind the camera and canvas.  

At the age of 19, she became a 

model in New York where her 

image, captured and composed 

by photographers Arnold Genthe, 

edward Steichen, and George 

Hoyningen-Huene, made her a 

fashion icon.  At 22, Mil ler began 

working as a studio apprentice to 

Man Ray in Paris. The relationship 

soon evolved with Mil ler 

becoming artistic collaborator 

and muse. Some of Man Ray’s 

most prominent images were 

created between 1929 and 1932 

with Mil ler’s assistance. Through 

Man Ray, Mil ler was introduced 

to the writers and artists of the 

Surrealist movement. Mil ler’s 

membership in this vibrant 

community sparked a cross-

poll ination of influences that 

infused Surrealist traditions 

into her work. Her impact was 

also felt by other artists in the 

group, including Picasso, who 

painted his vision of Mil ler in 

f ive portraits, one of which is 

on display.Mil ler’s influence 

is perhaps most keenly felt in 

the works of her two closest 

collaborators -  Man Ray and 

Roland Penrose. Both interpreted 

and reinterpreted Mil ler’s image 
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roLand Penrose

british

1900-1984

NiGHT AND DAY

1937

oil on canvas

Private collection, england

© antony Penrose

the roland Penrose collection 

east sussex, england 1999

© 2002 the J Paul getty trust 

to reflect their relationships. Man 

Ray, enraged after a quarrel with 

his muse, depicted Mil ler with 

her neck slashed in his 1930–32 

painting Le Logis de l ’Artiste (The 

Artist’s House), using a previous 

photograph of Mil ler with her 

head thrown back and her neck 

extended as a model. Penrose 

envisions Mil ler, whom he married, 

as Night and Day in his painting 

portraying Mil ler in a costume half 

adorned with clouds floating in a 

blue sky, and half shaded in the 

gentle darkness that comes with 

night.  

As an artist, Mil ler’s work moves 

from portraits taken in her New 

York studio, to documentary 

images recording her travels, 

to the stark faces of death and 

destruction captured on the 

fields of war as a correspondent 

for the U.S. Armed Forces. Across 

the maturing quality of her work, 

we see the different threads of 

her prior experiences united in 

her vision. in her photograph 

documenting the suicide of a 

German official and his family at 

the end of the war, Mil ler moves 

her lens close to the subjects, 

capturing the bodies as if  they 

were in a state between dream and 

waking, l ife and death - at once 

beautiful, horrible, and surreal. 

surreaLisT MuseTHe GeTTY

Pablo Picasso

spanish

1881-1973

Portrait of Lee Miller

1937

oil on canvas

lent by a. and r. Penrose

© 2002 estate of Pablo Picasso/ 

artists rights society (ars), new york
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the fall of faust
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TOPiC

Andrea Pagnes

The Fall of Faust is the fall of the artist, the fall of 
the man who wants to create something or who has the 
presumption to create something. The artist’s fall happens, 
if he is objective and honest, because he understands 
that the creation of ‘something’ will inevitably lead to the 
following axiom:

arT faust, the artist, faces his own creation and finds it is not 

as perfect as his pure idea - the idea that he wanted to translate in 

a tangible way, and he is not satisfied. he asks himself: “what is art? 

what does it mean?” 

arT = VuLGariTY he finds that what he has created is 

‘vulgar’ – that to create is an act of presumption and he concludes 

that his creation, whether beautiful or not, has only been produced 

to declare himself to the world. 

The arTisT’s reaLiZaTion he experiences revulsion 

of knowledge because of the pretension of knowing.

TraGic naTure because knowledge is so vast and 

far-reaching he realizes that, as a human being, he will never be 

capable of embracing knowledge in its absolute complexity. he has 

to accept that his nature is limited and therefore tragic and that he 

does not have the means to understand what knowledge is. he can 

only comprehend that ultimately he, as subject of knowledge, is the 

object of knowledge itself and the reason why knowledge exists. he 

defers to the infinity of knowledge, accepting that he has access to 

only a small part of it and that the subject of knowledge is the object 

of knowledge itself. 

‘tragic nature’ is consciousness. faust, the artist, becomes 

‘conscious’ of the only way of procuring some knowledge. he 

understands the limitations, his limit as a human being - a being 

that has the presumption of knowing and creating. he can only 

‘know’ that his life is limited and that he has to accept it as such. 

his position is tragic. his only real knowledge is his consciousness of 

that tragedy.

KnoWLedGe the tragedy of the knowledge of tragedy.

The diVersiTY oF The arTisT’s PosiTion 
the presumption to create ‘ex nihilo nihil’ (nothing is created from 

nothing) is an act of will, of non-conformity - but ‘ex nihilo nihil’ is 

impossible; it does not exist.

in the end, if art is just an act of will (and undoubtedly it is 

an act of will) faust’s (the artist’s) final question to himself is the 

following: “art qua voluntary act?  hence vulgarity.”

every volunteer act is vulgar. nobody can escape this 

statement. we can just pretend to be blind to it. faust’s 

consequential answer to his final question brings him to the initial 

identity: 



the fall of faust

on The characTer oF arT

art (and hence literature) has no gender; it is neutered and ambiguous. more than a ‘being’ it is a ‘being-able-to-be’. eugenio montale 

was one of the first to say as much.  it is a perennial question that never gives an answer. it always asks questions, putting in doubt the 

sensitivity of those who would question it. it is ungraspable, unspeakable, a suspension, an altering of the logical rules proper to the kingdom 

of paradoxes - a contradiction that cannot do without itself. it lives through imitation, simulation, and fiction. the only form of sincerity that 

can be gleaned is that it does not deny the drama of existence, the tragedy of human life, precisely when it is called on to give an answer to 

these questions.  but even if it managed to propose solutions, these would be impossible to realize in reality, because art is always a fleeing 

from real time, a temporal negation that, in order to affirm itself, annihilates the concept of art itself.
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andrea Pagnes

arT = VuLGariTY

i.  art and science are free, and their teachings are free.

ii.  man must not impose either limits or boundaries on art and 

science; they must be allowed free rein.  if limits are imposed, 

art and science become filiations of man’s ego, an ego predisposed 

by internal unease and social disquietude and, as such, they become 

‘reflection’ and ‘subject’ and therefore inferior.

iii.  to impose is to oppose.

iV.  art and science are entities of a higher expression 

and maintain a propulsive force such that they can 

never be subjected to the dominion of man. anyone who imposes 

limits and boundaries on art and science are doing nothing more 

than imposing limits and boundaries on him/herself.

V.  the limits and boundaries of art and science (as ‘entity-

subject’) must be searched for in their autonomous freedom 

and existence.

Vi.  it is necessary for man to place himself dialogically before 

art and science, respecting the dignity and the essential 

existence of these entities.

Vii.  aberration is borne out of the effects and accidents of the 

species (nature) including mankind. aberrations are none 

the less necessary.

Viii.  art and science intrinsically harbour a force of rebellion 

when man commands them without ‘knowing’ them. this 

becomes a destructive force when man covets and abuses them.

iX.  consensus is only a quantitative appreciation - the 

adherence of many to one.

X.  it is possible for one to consent to an effect or thing without 

necessarily feeling that it is a part of oneself - to consent only 

because that effect or thing is marvellous.  this kind of appreciation 

happens as a response to taste or pleasure but what one is actually 

recognising is the nuance of something that promotes a need for 

satisfaction, something that fills the desire of the instant.

Xi  whatever the question, if it is heard from outside our ‘being’ 

it should not to be judged at all, because it has not been 

understood. 

knowledge, ego, being. 

substance. 

search. 

reality. 

non-ego.

Xii knowledge (whether of the many or 

the few makes no difference) is an 

incommensurable force, often non-existent.

the ‘author-demiurge’ is a tragic entity in that he does not 

create, but rather realizes himself only temporarily, or put another 

way, he produces ‘time’ - a time that is represented, vis-à-vis the 

work, as a ‘phase-of-knowledge’.  he tends to attain knowledge 

or at least to possess a part of it. in truth, this coincides with the 

limitations of the author, his individual deficiencies and the paucity of 

his intents.  he only ‘follows’ the idea of knowledge, an absurd idea 

that is absolutely extraneous to knowledge in and of itself.

in art, producing time is a negation of the concept of time itself. 

the executing procedure of the ‘author-demiurge’ is an attempt to 

realize and steer the idea (that he possesses) ‘from’ – ‘to’, but this 

movement in fact debases the nature or the ideal of the idea. idea is 

an entity that makes sense only in that it ‘is’. it does not ‘represent’. 

realization of the idea is therefore inferior. the ‘author-demiurge’ 

commands, with the ability that he is convinced he possesses, 

and leads the idea to an equally lofty or intense (expressive!) level. 

whatever the final result, the level is always lower because the 

result is always the end result of imitation.  the ‘author-demiurge’ 

must be absolutely aware of this, otherwise he would not only 

be an imitator but a deplorable liar.  he ascertains, in this failure, 

tragedy itself - the tragic end of an idea and the tragic end of the 

author of the transformation (from idea to realization) who thereby 

becomes an ape. by imitating the idea, the author even debases the 

ape, he kills the idea in order to give life to an image, but the image 

is a mirror, a mere aberration of the idea. the ape is the ‘mirror-

aberration’ of the author. it is the author himself who is incapable of 

attaining any other knowledge, or rather the knowledge of himself or 

his tragic simian performance.

what allows us to differentiate the ‘vulgar’ from ‘art’? what do 

we mean by vulgar? is nature vulgar? never. what about man? man 

is often, perhaps always, vulgar. art is therefore the highest level of 

vulgarity, ergo what is vulgar is art. it is the same thing.  however, 

this is evidently contradictory, as art is different from vulgarity, or 

at least we think there is a difference between the two.  if nature 

expresses itself through us, via art, what detaches and distances 

man from nature is technique. thus, technique is undoubtedly vulgar.

 art and philosophy are identified with freedom of thought, 

thought that is free to err through necessity. art does not evolve! 

technology evolves. those who speak of the evolution of art and 

proclaim its death are vulgar. it is purity, ingenuity, and honesty that 

save us from vulgarity. however, it is difficult to ‘find’ ourselves in 

times that smell of death, corruption, and rot. but reality does not 

have a stench; it is corpses that smell and the cities are full of them. 

in the hands of these corpses everything is vulgar, even nature itself. 

i suffer immensely from having to see nature made vulgar, and even 

more so from having to admit that this is possible. “bodies, indeed, 

must be disposed of more than excrement itself.” heraclitus

by exasperating the greek concept of art, modernity has 

rendered the concept of creation an absurdity. creation is an 

absurdity as ‘ex nihilo nihil’, meaning nothing is created from 

nothing. the modern artist, like the ‘author-demiurge’, is a 

presumptuous madman as he is devoid of the sense of necessity. 

he is an ungainly ape - a tragic ape. the tragedy is underpinned by 

fixed, insurmountable canons: the subject of deciding is the subject 

that must be decided. this is the revelation of its comic nature. the 

‘author-demiurge’ becomes a mad, pathetic clown, aping himself; a 

tragic ape persuaded of the fact that the being is nothing. faced with 

necessity he seems to be limited in his movement, stupidly haughty 

about something that does not belong to him. because he has been 

persuaded of the fact that he creates his own works he is firmly 

convinced he is the author of these works.



Lorna Simpson

easY To reMeMber
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ProJection video sonore

courtesy of the artist and 

sean kelly gallery
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richard wentworth Glad that thinGS don’t talk 

Gary Hume

PoLLen and coFFee

2002

gloss Paint on aluminium

courtesy white cube

london

Irish Museum of Modern Art
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The first exhibition in this country by leading yBa artist Gary 

Hume, a major show dealing with modern design and living 

and a comprehensive display of recent acquisitions to iMMA’s 

Collection are all part of an exciting and wide-ranging program 

for 2003. Plans for the coming year also include exhibitions 

by the distinguished Spanish sculptor Cristina iglesias, the 

African-American film and photographic artist Lorna Simpson 

and the little-known irish artist John the Painter, two shows 

based on the recent history of Afghanistan and a new schools 

project aimed at exploring the imaginative life of children. 



GRichard Wentworth

GLad ThaT ThinGs don’T TaLK

1982

Zinc, rubber, cable, lead

34 x 68 x 33 cm

on loan from the 

welkunst foundation

Irish Museum of Modern Art
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The exhibition of recent works by the celebrated sculptor 

Louise Bourgeois, deferred from 2002, will also be shown.

Speaking at the launch of the program at iMMA, the 

Museum’s Acting Director, Philomena Byrne, said, “We are 

all very pleased to present such a strong and richly diverse 

program for 2003, which i am confident will enable us to 

build on the growing level of public engagement with all the 

Museum’s activities. We are particularly pleased to present 

the first exhibitions in ireland by no less than ten leading 

international artists, in solo and group shows. The exhibition 

by John the Painter will bring this virtually unknown artist’s 

work to the wider audience it deserves, while the showing 

of works from the Collection in conjunction with the Re-

imagining ire/and conference in America will serve something 

of the same purpose for irish art in general. A further new and 

very welcome development, made possible by the generous 

support of National irish Bank, is the enhanced education/

community input in our National Program which should 

greatly increase our ability to bring the resources and skills of 

the Museum to a much wider public outside the Dublin area.
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Irish Museum of Modern Art

exHiBiTiONS

The 2003 temporary exhibitions program begins with 

photo and film works by Lorna Simpson, widely regarded 

as one of the principal contemporary representatives of the 

black-American visual culture, while from 3 April to 29 June 

irish gallery goers will have their first opportunity to enjoy 

the bright, distinctive paintings of well-known yBa member 

Gary Hume. in July the Museum will present a site-specific 

installation based on flowers and landscapes by the younger-

generation British artist Paul Morrison (9 July - 5 October), 

followed by an amazing display of sweeping architectural 

sculptures by the internationally-renowned Spanish artist 

Cristina iglesias (17 July - 5 October).

Later in the year, Belfast-born photographer Paul Seawright 

(18 September - 30 November) and British artists Langlands 

and Bell (10 December - March 2004) present individual 

responses to their assignments as Official War Artists in 

Afghanistan. The eagerly-awaited exhibition of soft sculptures 

and drawings by Louise Bourgeois opens in November and 

continues until January 2004.

Group shows include the first exhibition in these islands on 

the work of the CoBrA artists (3 July - 21 September), active 

in Copenhagen, Brussels and Amsterdam in the mid-20th 

century, displays from the Weltkunst Collection (24 April - 15 

June) curated by the British critic and curator Adrian Searle, 

Living in Motion (23 October - 4 January 2004), one of the 

largest modern design exhibitions ever staged in this country, 

and Multimedia Maps (16 April - 20 July) exploring the art of 

community map making.

Lorna siMPson

27 FeBRUARY - 8 JUNe

this is the first solo exhibition in ireland of the african-american 

artist lorna simpson, who is considered to be one of the principal 

contemporary representatives of black american visual culture. 

simpson is well known for her provocative photographic works that 

address racial and sexual identity, notions of the body, interpersonal 

communication and relationships. interested in exploring the way 

a photograph can be read, she creates conceptual compositions 

pairing minimalist black-and-white images with short texts. in the 

mid-199os she began creating editions in which photographic 

imagery and language were printed on panels of dense felt 

and hung in groupings to create large-scale images. simpson’s 

concentration on the figure evolved into an interest in physical 

space and narrative storytelling, a shift which led her to explore 

the moving image and the medium of film. her work examines the 

tensions between visibility and invisibility, challenging the spectator 

to re-evaluate their own ways of seeing and perceiving. this 

exhibition includes a range of film and photo-works from 1986 to 

2002. born in brooklyn, new york, simpson has exhibited worldwide 

and has works in the collections of many prominent museums. 

recent solo exhibitions include the centro de arte contemporaneo, 

salamanca, spain, the whitney museum of american art, new york, 

and documenta ii, kassel, 2002. the exhibition is curated by brenda 

mcParland.

GARY HUMe

3 APRiL -  29 JUNe

this exhibition, the first by gary hume in ireland, presents a 

comprehensive overview of his work to date. best known as a 

leading member of the ybas (young british artists), hume’s work 

is distinguished by a bright palette, reduced singular imagery and 

flat areas of color, using gloss paint on aluminum panels. hume has 

continually returned to particular subjects such as the nude, the 

portrait and the garden, as well as the pictorial idioms of childhood 

with images of polar bears, snowmen, rabbits and large close-up 

faces. the feelings evoked by these works are often dreamlike, 

suggesting recollections from childhood. humes paintings have 

always appeared to be about surface qualities - shiny and reflective 

in gloss paint. recent works are more inward-looking and secretive, 

generating a sense that things are being withheld. these paintings 

create an atmosphere of muted celebration with their intricate 

and ornate swags. bouquets and garlands of flowers, infused with 

a melancholic beauty. in several of the paintings a fragment or 

detail appears to be pulled out in relief, serving to push the rest 

of the image back, which in turn generates a feeling of loss. new 

paintings are included in the exhibition. hume has exhibited widely 

internationally, including representing britain at the 1999 venice 

biennale. he has had solo exhibitions at the scottish national 

gallery of modern art, edinburgh, and the whitechapel, london. the 

exhibition is curated by brenda mcParland.

WeLKUNST COLLeCTiON
glad that things don’t talk

24 APRiL -15 JUNe

the long-term loan of the welkunst collection of british art to 

the irish museum of modern art will come to an end in 2004. imma 

marks the final year of the loan with an exhibition curated by british 

critic and curator, adrian searle. the title of the exhibition is taken 

from the sculpture by richard wentworth, 6/ad that things don’t 

ta/k, which features in the show. searle re-examines the collection 

by selecting a body of work which is drawn together by a work of 

fiction, written by searle, to create a narrative path through the 

exhibition. artists represented in the welkunst collection include 

edward allington, hannah collins, mat collishaw, tracey emin, antony 

gormley, damien hirst, anish kapoor, avis newman, marc Quinn and 

rachel whiteread. the exhibition combines both large sculptural 

installations and works on paper. the installation bureau de change 

by rose finn-kelcey is being shown separately in the south wing of 

the museum.the exhibition is curated by british critic and curator 

adrian searle.
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LOUNGe WiTH THe LiBRARY 
MODERN MUSEUM

STOCKHOLM 

carin eLLberG
sunrise ii, 1997

carsTen höLLer
waterwalker, 2000

GaLina MosKaLeVa 
children who have had a thyroid oPeration, 2000

klarabergsviadukten 61

TracY MoFFaT
something more, 2000

raFaeL Moneo
moderna museet’s building at skePPsholmen



M O D e R N A M U S e e T  C / OOpening

CARiN eLLBeRG
sunrise ii, 1997
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MODeRNA MUSeeT’S BUiLDiNG CLOSeD 

FOR ReNOVATiON – NeW ADDReSS iN 

CeNTRAL STOCKHOLM

 
After comprehensive investigations and analyses in autumn 2001, it  was confirmed that 
the building, inaugurated in 1998, housing Moderna Museet was suffering from serious 
structural and environmental problems. The primary sources for these concerns where 
l inked to the building’s highly advanced ventilation system combined with penetration of 
moisture from the bedrock on which the museum is l ies. As a result, the National Property 
Board made the decision to close the building in January 2002. 

Moderna Museet’s new temporary quarters opened on June 15th at Klarabergsviadukten 
61, next door to the Central Station and the Airport Bus Terminal. Despite the fact that 
we were forced to close the museum building, we are delighted about what has happened 
since. Uncertainty and chance can also be fun and enriching! The situation put the staff 
members’ as well  as my own creativity to the test; and we wil l  certainly profit from our 
experiences when we move back into our healthy building on the islet of Skeppsholmen 
at the turn of the year 2003/2004. 

A variety of exhibitions wil l  be shown at Klarabergsviadukten 61. Here visitors also 
can find our photo l ibrary, educational workshop, bookshop and venues for seminars or 
discussions. Our visitors can relax with a cup of coffee or a meal in our new restaurant 
MM Mat with its view overlooking Stockholm’s busy center. 

This  summer, we are showing a select ion of  our newest acquis it ions. Though the 
museum is continually involved in purchasing art, it ’s not always that the works can be 
immediately exhibited. Many of the works shown this summer are on display for the fist 
t ime at the museum. in mid-August, we wil l  commence our “Odd Weeks”, rotating new 
exhibitions by well-known artists every other week. Moderna Museet wil l  also pop up 
here and there within Sweden and across the world under the name ”Moderna Museet 
c/o”. We’l l  be rather nomadic for a while. 

in addition to our program of exhibitions; our offices, conservation studios, carpentry 
workshop, photo studio and all the other behind the scenes operations required to run the 
museum are also relocated at Klarabergsviadukten 61. This is our base for the moment, but 
it is temporary and will not replace our ordinary museum building. Our content is different 
here. For instance, our collection of classics wil l  not be shown at Klarabergsviadukten. 
We have instead, offered other Swedish institutions access to the greater part of the 
collection. in this way, we hope the general public wil l  continue to have access to and 
enjoy these works of art. 

Although the move and the events around it have been involuntary, this period wil l  be 
of great importance and uniquely challenging in Moderna Museet’s history. We hope that 
we along side our public, wil l  remember this time as an invaluable experience. 

Welcome to Moderna Museet c/o! 

MODeRNA MUSeeT 
c/o  KLARABeRGSViADUKTeN 61

THe BUiLDiNG AT SKePPSHOLMeN
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moderna museet stockholmmoderna museet 

MODeRNA MUSeeT’S BUiLDiNG 

CLOSeD FOR ReNOVATiON 

– NeW ADDReSS iN CeNTRAL 

STOCKHOLM

MODeRNA MUSeeT 

C/O KLARABeRGSViADUKTeN 61

THe BUiLDiNG AT SKePPSHOLMeN

Lina siib
Presumed innocence, 2001

LounGe WiTh 
The LibrarY



Moderna Museet c/o 
MalMö konsthall

8.2 - 4.5 2003 

In the spring of 2003, Moderna Museet - or 

at least choice pieces of the collection - will 

be in Malmö. approximately 100 works will 

be displayed for the first time to audiences 

in southern sweden. 

In the selection of the works, Malmö konsthall 

has worked with Björn Springfeldt, former 

director of Moderna Museet and Malmö 

konsthall, who has unique knowledge of 

the collection. 

- I’ve based my choices purely on lust; I selected 

works that I thought would work well with the 

fantastic architecture of Malmö Konsthall. This 

is a true dream assignment for me, comments 

Björn Springfeldt, who was the director of Malmö 

Konsthall between 1986 and 1989, and of Moderna 

Museet between 1990 and 1996. 

the exhibition focuses on the more eccentric 

and sharp parts of the 20th-century collection, 

including such works as Paulina Wallenberg-

olsson’s bullet-proof dress, Marcel duchamp’s 

notorious urinal and edward kienholz’s 

the state hospital. 

-It’s always exciting to see “your” works in a 

new environment. Björn knows this collection 

as well as I do, and the final result is without a 

doubt an exquisitely exciting slice of 20th-century 

masterpieces and successful acquisitions from 

the last two decades, says museum director 

Lars Nittve. 

Visitors to Malmö konsthall will meet works 

by artists such as alexander calder, Meret 

oppenheim, Bror hjorth, ola Billgren, Marie-

louise ekman, öyvind Fahlström and John-é 

Franzén. In addition, there is a significant 

section on photography, with works by 

nobuyoshi araki and Irving Penn, among 

others. 

Young contemporary art is represented by 

artists such as suzan etkin, ebba 

Matz, simon starling, charlotte Gyllenhammar 

and Peter Geschwind. 
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M o d e r n a M u s e e t  c / o

Nam JuNe Paik
TV ChaIr, 1968 

irviNg PeNN

Nude No 58, 1949-50



roSemarie Trockel
uNTITLed, 2001
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moDerNa muSeeT’S BuilDiNg iN 

ceNTral STockHolm

M o d e r n a  M u s e e t ’ s B u I l d I n G  I n  c e n t r a l s t o c k h o l M t 
m o D e r N a  m u S e e T 

Moderna Museet’s BuIldInG In central stockholM
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Sam FraNciS
uNTITLed (1954-56)
oLIo Su TeLa CM 71 x 48
MuNICh, aMerICaN CoNTeMporary arT GaLLery 

<
-

mimmo PalaDiNo aND BruNo coro 
peCCI MuSeuM
phoTo By CarLo FeI

mimmo PaiaDiNo
peCCI MuSeuM
phoTo By CarLo FeI

SeNza TiTolo
1992 poLyChroMIC BroNze 

CM 21 5,9 x 43,2 x 59,7 
CourTeSy oF aMId aSSoCIaTIoN

peCCI MuSeuM

PriNciPio Della ProSPeTTiva ii
1999 MIxed MedIa, CM 241 x 241
prIVaTe CoLLeCTIoN
SINdeLFINGeN, GerMaNy
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arSHile gorky 
GayLordSVILLe (1937)
oLIo Su TeLa CM 55,8 x 45,9
CoLLezIoNe prIVaTay 

alFoNSo oSSorio
FuLL MoTher (1951)    
oLIo e SMaLTo Su TeLa CM. 129,5 x 96,52
CourTeSy oF MIChaeL roSeNFeLd GaLLery, New yorK
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SciamaNo (Ta-Ta-Ta-Pe-Pe-Pe-Trum-Trum-Trum) 
1997 oIL oN CaNVaS
 CM 110 x 90
CoLLeCTIoN. e h. BaTLINer 
phoTo By STudIo heINz preuTe, Vaduzy 

The Luigi pecci Centre for Contemporary art of 
prato is devoting a major exhibition to the intense, 
multifaceted work of the painter, sculptor, printmaker 
and illustrator Mimmo paladino.

Based on an original project by the artist and the 
museum’s director Bruno Corà, the show traces 
the main cycles of paladino’s work from 1977 
up to now, through 100 of his most significant 
works: paintings, sculptures and installations, 
besides drawings, small bronze sculptures and 
illustrated books.

Mimmo paladino (b. 1948, paduli, Benevento) 
is a prominent figure on today’s international 
ad scene.

In the second half of the 70s he rediscovered 
figuration and reclaimed color, in terms both of 
its expressive value and its pigment materiality; his 
interest lay above all in the tendency of the figurative 
to become language. he produced a succession of 
abstract and oneiric figurative forms interspersed 
with large, expressively-colored canvases, headed 
by geometric structures, branches and masks that 
envelop the viewer in suggestive atmospheres.

Sculpture is a fundamental part of paladino’s work, 
as demonstrated by a number of beautiful works in 
the show — bronze and aluminium casts, pieces in 
wood (often painted), but also in copper, iron, steel 
and other materials. despite their apparent fixity, 
paladino’s works always preserve a densely-allusive 
intensity. The masks with no gaze and the archaic 
profiles of heads contain shades of meaning that 
elude a single interpretation, but appear rather 
to be resonant with allusions and deliberately 
unfathomable enigmas and mysteries.

In the second half of the 80s, paladino’s works were 
based on a compositional practice that became 
gradually simpler. The inventory of signs became 
more limited, while color was used to suggest 
the entire space of the work: just a few attributes 
sufficed to delineate the entire structure.The 
personal room produced by the artist for the 
43rd Venice Biennale has been reconstructed for 
the first time since 1988.

at the end of the 90s, paladino produced a number 
of series of paintings in which the knottiest aspect 
of his work became evident, namely the constant 
questioning of the language of art. Some of the major 
threads of his work are geometry, fragmentation, 
the multiplicity and accumulation of signs, combined 
with sudden pauses and shifts in register.

Finally the exhibition presents the previously 
unshown series of New york (made after Sept. 
11, 2001) and of Negatives (2002): large painted 
compositions combined with objects or dominated 
by monochrome backgrounds on canvas.

The show also makes use of other spaces in the 
museum, where there are a number of large-scale 
sculptures in iron, bronze and aluminum, a wide 
selection of drawings and small-scale bronze 
sculptures, a display of various illustrated books 
that testify to paladino’s interest in art prints and 
some videos about his work.

The exhibition is accompanied by a complete 
catalogue of the works in the show, together with 
an extensive record of paladino’s work. published 
by Gli ori, prato.

SeNza TiTolo (STella)
2001 FuSIoN oN aLuMINuM
CM 160x155x175 
CourTeSy oF GaLLerIa ChrISTIaN STeIN, MILaNo 
phoTo By MaNISCaLCo, MILaNo
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2003 C-Type prINT, edITIoN 5 
contact: BourGeoIsculture@hotMaIl.coM

A n d r e
R u s s o

Pictures of a city
series 
colors of the Planet

c-type Print
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laNDScaPe aND 

BreaD, 

THe PoeTry oF 

everyoNe 

1985 oIL oN CaNVaS 122 

x 92 CM.

 48 x 36 IN.

 

prIVaTe CoLLeCTIoN 

ISraeL

MarLIe BurToN-rocHe
Marlie Burton-roche, 430 capri avenue n.W., calgary alberta canada t2l 0J8 

Tel/Fax +1 403 282-6176 /e-mail: marlie@telusplanet.net 



IF YOU DON’T WANT TO BE THE 
HORSES’ HOOFPRINTS, YOU’VE 
GOT TO BE THE HOOVES

IMPERIALISM: 
A DEVASTATING ENTERPRISE

EL SALVADOR

    
by Marlie BURTON-ROCHE

The indigenous Pipil called their land Cuzcatlan, 

meaning, “land of richness.” It was a domain 

of abundant volcanic soil and lush vegetation, 

blessed with a natural water system of lakes 

and rivers. Individual or privatized ownership 

of land was unheard of and all socio-economic 

life in Cuzcatlan was based on free access to 

land and produce.

Cuzcatlan’s name and destiny were changed 

forever with the onslaught of the Spanish invasion. 

From inception, El Salvador was characterized 

by war and genocide as massacres, rapes, and 

plunder were used to dominate and extinguish 

the Pipil, Lenca, and Pokoman. Their ‘land of 

richness’ was confiscated for use by the Spaniards. 

Proprietorship of land and enslavement of human 

beings came to be the rule of the day, giving 

rise to privatized estates and El Salvador’s first 

export commodity, indigo. 

With independence from Spanish domination, 

progressive libertarians, exemplified by Simón 

Bolívar, attempted to create a Central American 

confederation. They envisioned an independent 

Central American republic extending from Panama 

to Guatemala and functioning as a crossroads 

for the world, linking Europe, America, and Asia. 

Francisco Morazan led a succession of wars of 

liberation against the established oligarchy in 

the first half of the nineteenth century in an 

attempt to construct an economically self-sufficient 

modern federation. The goal was to create a 

sovereign state, ruled as a federated republic 

rather than by an economic elite. But the libertarians lacked any 

real economic base. The primary power source was in land, and 

the land was owned by an oligarchy intransigent in its opposition 

to the political ideas of liberalism.

When England and the United States combined forces with the 

reactionary landowners to build the Panama Canal, the liberal 

vision of a modern confederation disintegrated and Central America 

was divided into the five quasi-republics that remain, to this day, 

economically dependent on external powers. The ‘land of richness’ 

was well on its way to becoming one of America’s worst civic and 

environmental catastrophes. Privatization of land was proclaimed 

by law and the oligarchy, the “fourteen families”, came to own all 

the best land which they turned into plantations to grow coffee as 

a cash crop for export to foreign markets. Communal property was 

outlawed, and landlords were authorized to expropriate the peasant’s 

lands, condemning them to a life of servitude. The society became 

one of ‘haves’ and ‘have-nots’. This situation was exacerbated by the 

U.S. adoption of an aggressive counterrevolutionary foreign policy 

aimed towards turning the Central American region into the United 

States’ “backyard”, a zone they aspired to control economically, 

politically, and militarily. As stated in the Monroe Doctrine, U.S. 

policy was to be, “Central America for the North Americans.” All 

the root causes for the future conflicts in twentieth century El 

Salvador were in place.

The worldwide depression in 1929 shattered the coffee-based 

economy of El Salvador and in 1932 peasants and workers, who were 

being forced to work at starvation wages, armed themselves with 

machetes and sticks and rose up in rebellion against the plantation 

owners. The fledgling Communist party, which was not originally 

involved in planning the revolt, tried to help by channeling the 

mass uprising towards the formation of a more progressive state. 

At this point, the oligarchy, led by the Melendez-Quinones families, 

had the option of implementing economic and democratic reforms. 

Instead they chose genocide. The peasant uprising lasted for only a 

few days.  Defeat came even without intervention of U.S. marines 

who waited on ships just outside the port of Acajutla in case the 

government troops required support in their slaughter. In less than 

a month more than 30,000 Salvadoran peasants, including women 

and children, were assassinated in cold blood by the army and by 

paramilitary groups that had been organized and paid for by the 

coffee barons.  Farabundo Martí, Secretary General of the Salvadoran 

Communist Party, was captured and executed. El Salvador became a 

military dictatorship. Militarism was institutionalized by the armed 

forces while the business stratum, the oligarchy, expanded and 

diversified the plantation system and export economics, adding 

sugar and cotton to the cash-crop enterprises. More and more 

peasants were driven off their land as foreign trade and banking 

became privatized. U.S. investors moved in and the gape between 

the ‘haves’ and the ‘have-nots’ widened.
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Wage earners were paid less than a dollar 

a day and vast numbers of Salvadorans 

were living at or below subsistence level. 

The estates of the very rich, less than 2% 

of the population, were encircled by high 

walls and well separated from the barrancas, 

the gullies or ravines, where the poor were 

crowded together by the thousands in shacks 

of cardboard and surrounded by garbage. 

There was no healthcare available for the 

poor and very little food. More and more 

people descended into a situation of 

unemployment and impoverishment and 

became vulnerable to extreme exploitation. 

In the rural areas, 64% of the land belonged 

to 4% of the population while somewhere 

around 60% of rural families were either 

landless or were living on inadequate 

allotments that did not provide sufficient 

food to feed them. Of course the landed 

wealthy required labour at planting time 

and again for harvest. But those times only 

added up to three months of the year. And 

wages were low. The landless workers on 

the plantations were thus sentenced to a 

life of grinding poverty. Those who escaped 

the countryside and went to the cities in 

search of jobs did not fare any better despite 

a growing manufacturing sector, a precursor 

of today’s maquiladora system. joblessness 

became a national crisis. Even the boost in 

economic growth in the period after World 

War 11 did not improve the lot of the vast 

majority of Salvadorans. The rich became 

richer but there was only increased misery 

for everyone else.  A social eruption was 

looming.

The U.S. government’s counterinsurgency 

package was welcomed by the Salvadoran 

wealthy ruling class and the U.S. pretext of 

“containing communism” in El Salvador was 

used to justify gross violations of human rights 

by the armed forces. In fact, U.S. military aid 

became a major contributing factor to the 

repression. CIA training and expertise led 

to the formation of intelligence units that 

spawned paramilitary death-squad entities 

like the Nationalist Democratic Organization 

ORDEN and future politicians of the country 

such as Roberto D’Aubuisson. 

Economic refugees from the rural areas of El Salvador flooded into the squalid, 

and already over-crowded, barrios bajos of San Salvador. The political left began 

organizing these migrants and the working poor with the aim of raising the 

political consciousness of the popular classes.  A general strike against low wages 

and working conditions was staged in 1967. This was followed the next year by 

a teacher’s strike called by the powerful Teachers Union ANDES 21 DE jUNIO. 

The teacher’s strike signified that urban populations were also in readiness for 

political organization and militancy. 

The first revolutionary organizations of what would later become the Frente 

Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional, the FMLN, emerged: Fuerzas 

Populares de Liberación FPL, 1970; Ejercito  Revolucionario del Pueblo ERP, 1971; 

Fuerzas Armadas de Resistencia Nacional FARN, 1975; Partido Revolucionario de 

los Trabajadores Centroamericanos PRTC, 1979; Partido Comunista Salvadoreño 

PCS.  The founders of the FMLN, finding the electoral route to change blocked 

by fraud and repression, concluded that only an integrated political and military 

struggle could defeat the entrenched military dictatorship and oligarchic system. 

With this in mind, the FMLN proceeded to establish “mass fronts”, whereby the 

aggrieved sectors of the population could organize and demand economic and 

political change concerning their own specific needs. They also broadened their 

alliances to include marginalized people and the politicized middle class.  Newly 

radicalized organizations became the political and military vanguard of the mass 

movement while the nucleus of the future people’s army was incorporated.

As early as the mid-1970s, unprecedented numbers of Salvadorans were creating 

and joining unregistered unions and forming their own mass fronts. These were 

people who had never been granted political rights: peasants, slum dwellers, 

the unemployed, farm workers, street peddlers, and marginalized peoples, a 

vast percentage of who were women. Many of the sectors that were already 

organized, especially teachers, students, and industrial workers, also started 

joining these newly created formations.  The masses, the most cogent and 

volatile political force of any country, were being mobilized in El Salvador. 

They demanded betterment of working conditions, higher wages, and radical 

changes to the intractable state. The government, led by Molina, answered with 

repression. ORDEN was reactivated and the reactionary landowners established 

new political organizations of their own, like the Growers Front of the Eastern 

Region FARO, an organization that became, in 1981, the Nationalist Republic 

Alliance party ARENA. The National Association of Private Enterprise ANEP and 

the Salvadoran Chamber of Commerce, which had previously been strictly 

economic institutions, took on a decidedly political role and began financing 

and openly coordinating the formation of the paramilitary death-squad entities: 

White Warriors Union UGB and the Anti-Communist Armed Forces of Liberation-

War of Elimination FALANGE.  The Romero administration came to power with 

a policy of mass arrests, massacres, and widespread tortures of both the rural 

and urban populations but the unconscionable overkill of the repression did 

not succeed in incapacitating the popular movement. In fact, the excessive 

repression led to an increase in membership of the mass popular fronts and 

made armed struggle inevitable. 

be continued
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ABOUT ThE ARTIST
    
Nancy Worthington

Nancy Worthington is an artist of unsurpassed vision and personal 

integrity. For almost 30 years, she has felt compelled to create social-

political commentary artworks. She has always been supersensitive 

to injustices in the society. She tends to become concerned about 

various issues before they become so acute as to pierce the national 

consciousness. her work is in the permanent collection of the 

National Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington, D.C. in the 

Arts and Embassies Program of the U.S. Department of State, and 

among other national and international exhibitions, represented 

the United States in the 18th International Biennial in Sao Palo, 

Brazil.

 

“George Dubya” Series of Artworks

A Political Satire 

By Nancy Worthington, M.F.A.

It has been said that in general, civilizations are recorded and 

remembered by their wars and their art. Against the more destructive 

side of civilization, the arts act as checks and balances. It is important 

for me to create these art pieces to express my social/political 

feelings about these events that took place, to interpret what it 

meant to me personally, in a way in which others can also relate. I 

have always felt a duty to incorporate social commentary content 

within the framework of my art. Communication is critical to the 

success of my work. Yet, it is extremely important that the content 

be balanced with a disciplined formal order of aesthetics.

All artworks are mixed-media constructions.  New media is 

incorporated into the work by utilizing toys, games, gadgets, 

kinetics, motion detectors, sound and light.  The artist 

juxtaposes playful gadgets against serious content.

California artist nancy worthington’s 
anti-war sculpture, “the Crossing”, 
(from the george dubya series) 
was censored and removed from 
a february 2003 exhibit at the 
alliance française in san francisco. 
the artwork was censored because 
it contained an image of george 
Bush and the alliance française 
told the artist they were afraid to 
show art containing an image of 
President Bush.  

“the Crossing” sculpture is a satirical 
parody, based on the famous war 
painting of george washington 
crossing the delaware, replaced 
by a cast of characters from the 
Bush administration. it is a comment 
on the artist’s opinion of lack of 
leadership by george dubya who is 
depicted as saying, “what crossing-
where?”

worthington states: “it is dissent is 
an obligation the responsibility of 
a self-ruling democratic people to 
be aware of and openly debate the 
issues. of a free people particularly 
when the very notion of dissent is 
unpopular. we must not allow a 
conspiracy of silence and censorship 
to take hold.” 

to view the george dubya series, 
please check nancy worthington’s 
website: www.domjoy.com. 
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BL ACk TIE AND BOOTS BALL (CLICk, CLICk)

waLL reL ief with eLeCtroniC k inet iCs

3 ft. ( h igh ) x 2 ft.  ( w ide ) x 6 in ( deeP) 

th is is a sCene dr awn from one of the inaugur aL 

BaLLs where we find a symBoL iC PL ay on words. 

there are n ine images of Bush / h itLer . nein is 

the german word for “no.” the CrystaL BaLLs at 

the Bot tom of the sCuLPture are symBoL iC of 

“kr istaLLnaCht”, whiCh s ignified the Beginning 

of the hoLoCaust. human r ights in ameriCa 

are systemiCaLLy Being removed By the Bush 

administr at ion in the name of nat ionaL seCurit y.  

jOkERS RUN WILD

i L Luminated k inet iC waLL reL ief

16 in. ( ht ) x 19 in. ( w ide ) x 3 in. ( deeP)

memBers of the Bush CaBinet 

are Caught uP in warmongering 

Patr iot ism. 

kNOCk, kNOCk, WhO’S ThERE?  

k inet iC ConstruCt ion with sound. 

CenterPieCe: 20 in. ( ht ) x 18 in. ( w ide ) x 24 in. ( deeP)

s ix PaneLs -e aCh : 60 in. ( ht ) x 9 in. ( w ide ) x 1 in. ( deeP)

a sat ire on the game who’s there in the ovaL offiCe? 

th is art work is ComPLete with a Part iC iPatory knoCk knoCk game.
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new subjectivity
Achille Bonito Oliva
the political elation of the sixties drove art towards the impersonal. the 
creative force behind the image was invisible. now, however, particularly 
in works by Chia, Clemente, Cucehi, de maria and Paladino in italy, 
the hand of the individual artist art is happily no longer divorced from 
the conceptual impulse. this hand shows itself in the capacity of the 
work of art to display a subjectivity that makes use of all the tools of 
expression and every kind of language.
the young italian artists feel compelled however to use a means 
expression that is always subject to the rigorous rules of language. 
But language no longer follows the logic or the coherent, linear paths 
of recent years. rather the new means of expression is rooted in an 
open, shifting nomadism that refuses to be trapped in predictable, 
logical development. the fundamental idea behind the new work 
is that of a drift, a movement with no predetermined directions, no 
points of departure and arrival, accompanied by a desire to find each 
time a provisional mooring in the gradual shifts of sensibility within 
the work.
subjectivity asserts itself through its very fragmentation, through the 
accidental nature of an image which never claims to be a unitary or 
“cumulative” moment; it is always as a precarious vision, never grasping 
or attempting to grasp the meaning of the world and the accompanying 
idea of the infinite. here, the image becomes the repository of a mere 
hint of potentiality, expressed through the means of art, i.e. grace and 
passion.
the works of the young italian artists convey not so much private, 
autobiographical subjectivity, but rather the structural elements that 
characterize it: mutability, transience, contradiction and emphasis on 
detail. the new work is permeated by a sensibility that is energetic, not 
aggressive. this is associated with a notion of pleasure, and to the idea 
of a “guarantee” within art, that of successfully creating the minority 
reality of a personal image deriving from the artist’s individual impulse. 
mutability derives from the transient character of style, which can never 
be guaranteed continuity or stability. the young italian artists in fact 
use languages that are both different and differentiated, references 
to cultures both remote in time and also close to our own. a fan-like 
sensibility promotes images that surpass each other and move away 
from poetics and a traditional faithfulness to it. obviously, the image 
oscillates between figurative and abstract, between reference to 
an excessive figuration and the balanced reticence of the abstract, 
decorative motif.
the transience is in the creation of the work, which is never hampered 
by academic perfectionism, but is always in transit between the creative 
drive and the stability of the result. moreover, the image always catches 
fleeting sensations, such as the witticisms in the work of Chia, the 
sense of matter in that of Cucchi, the suspension of time in Clemente, 
the music of colour in de maria, and multipurpose motifs in Paladino. 
time as a relentless flow becomes the defining moment of works that 
contain the embryo of their own supersedence.
Contradiction arises from the refusal to be confined within the geometry 
of a coherence tied to a fixed, ideologically bunkered idea of the world. 
the images are the symptoms of an inexhaustible reserve that is not held 
in check by a univocal language. ironic, dramatic images, bright, neutral 
signs continuously cross the surface of the work, never characterizing 
and defining things that are intended to be mobile and open.
emphasis on is required to capture minute sensations and thoughts. 
these artists are opposed to the focus on the monumental and 
heroic that dominated the art of the sixties. detail is the anchor of 
the temporary, the support of an art that operates on the slope of 
sensibility and of the “state of grace”. the humble skill of technique 
also dictates an anti-heroic and ironically domestic behaviour. it is no 
coincidence that these artists constantly resort to drawing, which 
allows a refined and fleeting, dynamic and flowing expression. drawing 
makes it possible to capture the rapid transitions of sensibility, its 
spread beyond the restrictions of matter and paint. the sign does not 
encounter obstacles, on the contrary it permits understated images that 
are agile and open. drawing allows allusion without peremptoriness, 
it allows the expression of a state of mind without any need for a 
definitive and categorical description.

the drawing in the works by Chia, Clemente, Cucchi, de maria and Paladino 
is sign, stroke, image, effigy, line, outline, scribble, doodle, landscape, map, 
diagram, profile, silhouette, sketch, illustration, figure, foreshortened figure, 
print, split, model, tracing, caricature, chiaroscuro, graffiti, engraving, map, 
lithography, pastel, etching, woodcut. the tools may be: charcoal, pencil, 
pen, brush, compass, set square, pantograph, slide-rule, ruler, stumping, 
stencil. the procedure can be arabesque, tracing, composing, copying, 
erasing, correcting, shining, drawing. the result: field, contour, shade, 
decoration, perspective, sketching.
often in these artists the drawing produces intimate and emblematic signs, 
it works through shadow and delicate shading, perceiving a “second soul” 
in things, discerning elusive and unpredictable visions beneath the apparent 
vision of mundane things that are apparently closed and unequivocal. 
furthermore, it tends to manifest itself as a trace of a wider, more concrete 
image, choosing to stay in a deliberate state of transience. the transience 
derives not only from the shadow or shading, but also from the very little 
space and time its execution requires.
the drawing always seems to reveal the artist’s assault on the immaculate 
space of the paper. here, public and private coincide: the threshold of 
expression occurs even before any sign is implemented, it starts at the 
point of the mental processing of the image, in the movement and trembling 
of the hand on the paper.
sandro Chia works through an array of styles, always underpinned by 
technical skill and by an idea of art that seeks its raison d’être within itself. 
these reasons consist of the pleasure of a painting freed at last from the 
tyranny of novelty, and relying instead on the artist’s ability to use various 
“means” of achieving the image. there are numerous references, everything 
from Chagall to Picasso, to Cezanne, to de Chirico, to futurist, metaphysical, 
twentieth-century Carrà. But the recourse to style is immediately reabsorbed 
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by the quality of the result, at the intersection between technical skill and 
“state of grace”. 
Painting becomes the field within which manual dexterity and concept 
finally find a balance. in Chia, images always go hand in hand with a title, 
a caption or a little poem painted directly onto the canvas to reveal its 
internal mechanism. the pleasure of painting goes with the pleasure of 
wit, the ability to integrate the passion of the creation of the picture and 
the protective distance of irony.
the work becomes a moving circuit of internal and external references, all at 
the service of an image offering a dual quality: as substance bothpictorially 
and intellectually. in the first case the image is fulfilled by the materials 
of which it ismade up, and in the second, it presents itself as a stunning 
demonstration of an idea: an ideal of art only exists if embodied in the 
texture of language. Chia ‘s image is always crystal clear.
franceseo Clemente works on the progressive displacement of the style, 
on the undifferentiated use of several techniques. the underlying idea is 
that of art that is in no way dramatic, and that can create an image where 
repetition and difference intersect thanks to the nomadism of lightness. 
repetition stems from an intentional use of stereotypes, references and 
stylisations that allow the idea of conventionality to come into art too.
such conventionality however is only apparent, as the reproduction of the 
image never happens in a mechanical or slavish way. on the contrary, it 
tends to create subtle and unpredictable variations, producing a shift in the 
reproduced image. this shift, and the idea of time suspended deriving from 
a state of relaxation, result in imperceptible differences. this is possible 
because Clemente works on the displacement of the signifier, on a chain 
of assonances, of visual analogies that free the image from all obligations 
and references.
all this creates a new contemplative state of the image, a sort of peace, removed 

from the clamour of its traditional references and given a different 
orientation one that is explicit and deceptively conventional. 
the extreme explicitness tends to produce an image that does not 
display any effort or awkwardness vis-à-vis its surroundings. as if 
imbued with an oriental discipline, the new image does not betray 
any emotions, just a natural state of calm.
enzo Cucchi radicalises painting practice, taking the picture as a means 
rather than an end. Painting becomes a process of accumulating 
various elements, figurative and abstract, explicit and allusive, and 
combining them seamlessly. materials both within and outside the 
painting interact on the surface of the picture. everything responds to a 
dynamic, unstoppable movement that drags painted shapes and colour 
lines beyond all laws of gravity. the painting is a provisional repository 
of energies that evoke images, densities of painting materials and 
ceramic extensions beyond the traditional canvas support. this type 
of work finds its roots in the fabric of a deliberately “minor” painting, 
tied to an anthropological and cultural territory that is exquisitely 
italian. from the point of view of visual language, Cucchi’s paintings 
seem to be inspired by scipione and Licini. the young artist’s use of 
colour as smudge is influenced by scipione, while the dynamic sense 
of space and the freedom to place the figurative elements outside 
any naturalistic reference are reminiscent of Licini. the space of 
the painting or of the paper is not a background for the image, but 
an emanation and a source of energy in itself. the concept is that 
of an art that adheres to things while at the same time setting in 
motion a chain of mobile contacts and relationships to the extent of 
transfiguring them into signs of another position, that of a “dynamic 
landing”, where high and low coincide.
nicola de maria transcends the boundary between the frame of the 
painting and the surrounding space; his visual field is the meeting place 
of many references. Painting is a tool to represent the progressive 
shifting of sensibility. mental state and psychological state fuse in an 
image that operates by the fragmentation of visual data. the result 
is a sort of interior architecture containing all the resonances and 
emotions embodied within the work.
each fragment lives a system of fluid relationships; there are no 
privileged or central points. de maria replaces the notion of space 
with that of a field, a dynamic and network of relationships rich in 
potential whose visual constant is abstraction. they share the same 
movement as music; there are no pauses, but an enveloping continuum 
of signs, an environmental painting incessantly referring to a single 
rhythm, a single beat, that of pure subjectivity.
the architecture of the work is flexible, each time supporting the space 
within which it sets itself. Concreteness and rarification alternate via the 
juxtaposition of painted wood elements marking out the environment, 
and compact areas of colour silently referring to indescribable states 
and metal conditions captured in the absolute.
through the alternate use of geometric and organic signs, the language 
used is both the manifestation and internalisation of the artist’s sensitive 
state, and as an instrument of song and lyrical representation. 
mimmo Paladino’s work is surface painting. he is a proponent of surface 
as the only possible profundity. thus all the most manifest data of 
sensibility emerge visibly, making cultural allusions and deep-seated 
inner references to the psychological condition. Painting becomes the 
place where subtle, intangible motives are translated into image. signs 
from the abstract traditions, influenced by the works of kandinsky 
and klee, and more pompous signs in the figurative vein intertwine 
into a single, organic motif.
the different moods of sensibility are thus condensed and offer 
the possibility of free association. the rarification of each different 
mood, mental and material, finds its rightful place on the surface. 
Paladino is never autobiographical, as everything becomes a pretext 
for painting. the geometry of the sign is immediately disrupted by 
the myriad figurative elements integrating gently into the rest of the 
composition, without leaps of chromatic tone.
the idea underpinning the image is that of the fragment, of detail 
dilating and aggregating into another detail. the mood sustaining 
the composition and the overall state of the painting is fortified by 
references to languages derived from the history of art. the surface 
of the picture becomes the explicit threshold of the image, even 
when the latter seems to extend beyond the confines of the frame 
and the wall. signs are ciphers that colour and decorate the skin of 
the painting.
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Transavanguardia 

Curated by Ida Gianelli
This exhibition presents major works 
by Italian artists of the Eighties whose 
painting and sculpture - under the rubric of 
“Transavanguardia” - became one of the most 
significant moments of neo-expressionism. 
The term Transavanguardia, coined by 
critic Achille Bonito Oliva, identifies the 
work of the Italian artists Sandro Chia, 
Francesco Clemente, Enzo Cucchi, Nicola 
De Maria e Mimmo Paladino, who first 
exhibited as a group in the late 1970s. The 
Transavanguardia, recognized immediately 
as one of the most significant movements 
of the Postmodern era, opposed the most 
radical artistic experimentalism of previous 
decades with a return to more traditional 
expressive practices, particularly painting. 
The term itself recognizes art that looks 
toward the past, with the intention 
of reviving, with a critical eye, certain 
languages already developed within the 
context of an Italian tradition and the 
historical avant-garde movements of the 
early 20th century. The movement achieved 
international recognition in 1980, with a 
traveling exhibition held at the kunsthalle 
in Basel, the Folkwang Museum in Essen 
and the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. In 
1982 the artists in the group participated in 
Documenta 7, in kassel. Within the span of 
only a few years, these five artists reached 
the heights of success, exhibiting both 
individually and as a group in the most 
important museums of contemporary art 
in Europe and the United States, from 
the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum 
in New York, to the Louisiana Museum 
in humlebaek and the Royal Academy 
in London. This exhibition at Castello di 
Rivoli examines the time span from 1979 
to 1985. Eighty works, approximately 
fifteen for each artist, will be exhibited 
on the third floor of the Manica Lunga 
and in certain galleries of the Castello. 
The catalogue, edited by Ida Gianelli, will 
include essays by Achille Bonito Oliva, 
Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev and john Yau, 
as well as documentation related to the 
works in the exhibition and extensive 
appendices. This exhibition is organized 
as part of the Progetto per l’Arte Moderna 
e Contemporanea established by the 
Fondazione CRT Cassa di Risparmio di 
Torino, which has also made possible the 
acquisition of some works on exhibit for the 
permanent collection of the Museum.
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ENzO CUCCHI
lA DERIVA DEl VASO (THE DNFT OF THE VASE)

1984-85 oiL on Canvas
280 x 320 Cm

andrea CaratsCh CoLLeCtion, ZuriCh

NICOlA DE MARIA
SONO ASIATICO SONO AFRICANO (JAM ASIAN JAM AFRICAN)
1980-81 mixed media on PaPer mounted on Canvas
215 x 272,5 Cm
aeffe s.P.a. CoLLeCtion
Courtesy riZZiero arte, teramo
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Sandro Chia
Figure Con bandiera e Flauto (FigureS with Flag and Flute)
1983 oil on canvas 294,5 x 326 cm
Fondazione cRT PRogeTTo aRTe modeRna e conTemPoRanea
PeRmanenT loan casTello di Rivoli museo d’aRTe conTemPoRanea, Rivoli-TuRin

castelo di rivoli 
Museo d’arte conteMPoranea

transavanguardia
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MiMMo Paladino
Sertza titolo (untitled)

1982 oil on canvas 200 x 300 cm
sTaaTliche museen zu BeRlin, naTionalgaleRie

acquiRed ThRough a conTRiBuTion FRom deuTschen KlassenloTTeRie BeRlin

castelo di rivoli 
Museo d’arte conteMPoranea
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Steve MCQueen 

sPeaking in tongues
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7th noveMber, 2001

slide PRojecTion  son, 25’

couRTesy maRian good man galleR

new yoRK /PaRis

terrestrial intelligence) laboratory, and 

William J. samarin, linguist and professor 

emeritus in the anthropology department 

at the university of toronto, the work is 

based on images obtained by the 1977 

space probe voyager, launched by nasa 

as part of its search for extraterrestrial 

intelligence. the outcome is intended to 

sum up the current state of knowledge on 

the subject, against which the artists sets a 

theoretically unintelligible glossolalia*. 

at the core of the other three installations 

are the themes of solitude and isolation: 

- using an extremely pared-down monologue, 

7th november recounts a tragic story 

involving two brothers. 

- girls tricky shows composer-musician 

tricky in a moment of intense concentration 

following his contribution to the life live 

exhibition in 1995, this is steve McQueen’s 

first one-person show in Paris. since the early 

1990s McQueen’s approach has centered 

mainly on the making of short films drawing 

on a range of media including super 8, 16mm, 

35mm and video and designed to be shown 

in meticulously arranged installations. often 

in black and white, his first films have an 

experimental character referring back to 

the early days of cinema. Here he presents 

four recent installations: radical formal 

propositions using such varied techniques 

as medium close-ups, masking and single 

frame editing. specially created for the 

exhibition, once upon a time explores the 

notion of knowledge. Prepared in association 

with William J. clancey, nasa researcher 

and advisor to the seti (search for extra 

during a recording session. 

- illuminer uses the light emitted by a tv 

set to reveal the body of the artist.

  in a totally direct way the artist confronts 

man with the conscious and unconscious 

forces that drive him. Without seeking to 

freeze reality, he highlights - in the same 

way as jazz - those moments in which 

reality cuts free of consciousness while 

still continuing to produce meaning. for 

this artist reality is more inaccessible than 

the world of the imaginary: “suspense is 

always with us,” he says. “the unpredictable 

is our world.” 

  * a trance phenomenon, also called “speaking 

in tongues”: the subject utters a succession of 

incomprehensible sounds or words. 

Chang Yung ho
wang Jian wei
Yang Fudong

caMera
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cameRa is an exhibition born of the collaboration 

between architect chang yung ho and two of 

china’s most important contemporary artists, 

video artist yang Fudong and multimedia artist 

wang jian wei. in its exploration of the relationship 

between architecture and video, cameRa invites 

the viewer to test out new approaches to the 

spatial presentation of the image. 

  Playing on the two meanings of camera - 

“room” in the original latin and the camera 

we know today - chang yung ho has designed 

four architectural modules, projection rooms 

in which exhibition visitors both look and are 

looked at. each of the four spaces is named 

after a brand of camera - Polaroid*, leica*, 

nikon* and seagull* - in reference to four 

distinct geographical zones: the united states, 

germany, japan and china, in that order. 

  For each module the architect has had recourse 

to different materials: sheet metal for leica, 

clear Plexiglas for Polaroid, wood, metal and 

mirrors for nikon and rice paper for seagull. The 

new video works by yang Fudong and wang 

jian wei have been specially created for the 

modules in which they are to be shown. living 

respectively in shanghai and Peking, these two 

artists draw their inspiration from contemporary 

chinese society. wang jian wei’s square (dv, 

13’) and Theater (dv, 20’) show recent social 

change as revealed by the collective anonymity 

of public spaces. in liu lan (35 mm, 10’) and 

honey  (dv, 8’) yang Fudong’s intimate narrative 

technique focuses on the changing definition 

of the contemporary identity. 

* Polaroid, leica, nikon and seagull are 

registered trademarks. 

MuSée d’art Moderne de la ville de PariS     ARC
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the Starke Foundation
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sol lewiTT aT sTiFTung sTaRKe berlin
StiFtung Starke

non PRoFiT aRT FoundaTion

12 months, the foundation wil l 

provide those artists selected 

with residential and working 

premises. besides this long term 

support for young artists, short-

term visitors apartments for 

established artists are available. 

in addition, stiftung starke 

arranges numerous national 

and international contacts to 

museums, galleries and public 

institutions as well  as to 

representatives in the fields 

of culture, science, economy, 

sports and polit ics. the in-

depth preparation of meetings 

between young art and business 

is also an important part of the 

program. Moreover, the “artist 

in residence” program gives 

the artists the opportunity 

to present the projects and 

pieces created during their stay 

at the löwenpalais to a wide 

public in an exhibition in the 

mansion’s own gallery after 

their scholarship has ended. 

the projects of the starke 

foundation are also accompanied 

scientif ically by international 

curators such as bernard 

brunond, Houston, Jon Hendricks, 

new York, and christoph tannert, 

berl in.

the Founder, the idea

in 1969, consul Peter starke 

purchased the löwenpalais in 

berl in’s grunewald. following 

his death in 1987, his son Jörg 

Peter starke, in memory of his 

father, realized his father’s idea 

of furnishing the apartments 

in the löwenpalais as f lats and 

studios for artists. starting with 

the organization of exhibitions, 

a l ively meeting place for artists 

and the art-enthusiastic public 

was created, the non-profit 

Peter starke art foundation was 

founded.

the obJeCtiveS

supporting artists in the 

realization of their ideas and 

projects is one of the main 

task of the starke foundation. 

Primarily talented, unestablished 

artists are to be assisted on 

their path to success.the 

foundation offers support in al l 

different forms of art: painting 

/ sculpture; architecture / 

design, music / composition; 

performance; installation; 

concept art; l iterature; contextual 

work and new media ( internet, 

photography, video, cd-roM)

such widely spread sponsoring 

opportunities are designed to 

support the starting personal 

visions and styles of each artist, 

but at the same time it is desired 

that the contact with other 

forms of art – as well  as styles 

– enables the artist to enlarge his 

vision and the flexibil ity of his 

artistic growth and production. 

thus a number of different 

further artistic developments 

are open to the artist. out of 

the applications received, an 

independent jury selects those 

artists and art trends which the 

foundation wil l  sponsor in the 

year to come.

the “artiSt in reSidenCe” 

PrograM

the “artist in residence” program 

is the key to the purpose 

of stiftung starke. short-

term visitors’ apartments for 

established artists such as Hans 

Haacke, Muntadas, Yoko ono, and 

i l ja kabakov as well  as studio 

sponsorship for several months 

for young, up-and-coming artists 

such as, for example, Jean-Yves 

klein, rolf behm, adem Yilmaz, 

andrea scrima, and Marina 

Makowski are awarded by the 

foundation. for a period of 3-
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the lÖwenPalaiS

the löwenpalais, situated in the 

grunewald, berl in’s so-called 

“verdure heart”, is a vi l la which 

represents traditional t ies to 

the arts through its history 

and architecture. in 1903, the 

renowned architect Hans sehring 

(theater des Westens) built this 

country mansion for the royal 

cellarman Habel and his family. 

in the 1930s, the building was 

divided into luxurious single 

apartments which many famous 

artists and scholars called home 

for a few years: the pianist and 

composer Prof. karl Heinz taubert, 

the publisher rowohlt, the 

world-famous composer sergiou 

celibidace, the american singer 

gladys kurtha.

the FaCtS

foundation of stiftung starke: 

6th december 1988, Purpose of 

the foundation: granting young 

artists a l imited guest residence 

at the löwenpalais; Promoting 

dialogue between artists and 

the public in al l  appropriate 

forms. assets of the foundation: 

Property koenigsallee. continuous 

earnings: interests, rent. earnings 

for specific projects: support 

from business sponsors, support 

from berl in’s senate cultural 

committee. Managing member of 

the board of trustees: Jörg starke.

reFerenCeS

the numerous group exhibitions 

with varying accents on berl in, 

german, and american art al low 

the conclusion that the starke 

foundation has conquered an 

important position in berl in’s 

cultural l i fe. berl in needs many 

such private initiatives to satisfy 

the great backlog demand for 

information regarding the latest 

in art. 

Wulf Herzogenrath

senior curator of the neue 

nationalgalerie berl in

to all aPPliCantS

Your application for admission to 

the “artist- in-residence” Program 

of stiftung starke

dear aPPliCant

thank you very much for your 

interest in the foundation’s “art ist-

in-residence” opportunity. included, 

you wil l  receive the off ic ial 

appl icat ion form as wel l  as a short 

documentation of st i ftung starke.

The foundation’s main goal  is  to 

sponsor young art ists in dif ferent 

art  forms by providing them with 

housing and working premises. 

unfortunately, we are not able to 

provide f inancial  support during your 

residency at the löwenpalais.

neither can st i ftung starke provide 

f inancial  support to projects that 

wi l l  not be shown at the foundation.

in accordance with the statutes of 

st i ftung starke, we are only able 

to sponsor young art ists, i .e. only 

art ists under the age of 35 can 

be supported. i f  you need more 

information about the foundation, 

feel  free to cal l  us, or take a look at 

our internet documentation at:

http://www.sti ftungstarke.de

we ask you to include an off ic ial 

cover letter and a photograph to 

your appl icat ion.

in addit ion, we need a typed 

curr iculum vitae with your art ist ic 

works as wel l  as a hand-written one 

with dates. instead of s l ides showing 

your work, you can also send 

photographs.

we are looking forward to your 

appl icat ion.

Best regards,

jörg starke

managing member of the Board of 

Trustees

appl icat ions via the off ice of the 

starke Foundation, 

schwedlerstrasse 7, d-14193 Berl in 

st i f tungstarke@compuserve.com
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iMageS inForMationS

linha atômica

2001, bronze

0.06x0.06x2m

iMageS inForMationS

linha atômica variável

2001, bronze

0.14x0,15x1.15m

iMageS inForMationS

tríbola

2002, bronze and velevet

0.27x0.80x1.23m

iMageS inForMationS

abraço

2002

0.12x0.12x1.45m

iMageS inForMationS

Catenária

2002, bronze

0.80x0.80x8.80m

iMageS inForMationS

bíbola

2002, bronze

0.60x0.60x2.63m

iMageS inForMationS

3 marias

2001, bronze

0.07x0.47x0.47m

the Solomon r. guggenheim Foundation

iMages inforMations

Flutuante

2001, BRonze

0.15x0.47x0.47m

iMages inforMations

abraço

2002

0.12x0.12x1.45m

  Flávia RiBeiRo

iMageS inForMationS

lestia

2001, bronze and velvet

variable dimension

iMageS inForMationS

Flutuante

2001, bronze

0.15x0.47x0.47m

iMageS inForMationS

atômico

2001, bronze

0.50x0.40x2.40m

iMages inforMations

3 MariaS

2001, BRonze

0.07x0.47x0.47m

The solomon R. guggenheim FoundaTion
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StilneSS in Motion
by
Paulo sergio duarte

before, there were large rubber shawls. flávia ribeiro’s shawls were like flat, oblong 

beings, huge smooth pelts that seemed to have sensitive qualities. given the nature of 

the material, they fell  in an almost uniform manner, but allowed varying undulations 

that  were vaguely  reminiscent of  sculptured drapery: a  sweet, serene bernini 

mobile, with no baroque effusion. a few, subdued shapes in rel ief on the surface of 

the rubber called for a closer look. When the observer drew back, he noticed the 

sl ight tremor caused by the breeze blowing through the room. in this process, he 

was captivated by those si lent upright lakes that had seemed to make up a desert 

landscape before the reliefs caught his eye. one could dream of being covered by 

the landscape of flávia ribeiro’s shawls. However, prior to any fl ight of fancy, what 

was at issue here was a l imit-experience in sculpture, taking place on the borders 

of ostensive planes countered by movements and undulations. in these sculptures 

the material functioned not only as a plastic element but also by substantivizing 

issues -  delicacy, f lexibil ity, l ightness, everything - as the material ization into pure 

visibi l ity of an existence governed against the rigid world of dogma.

now the sculptures are cast in metal, some given a dark patina, others gi lded. the 

change of material is striking. nonetheless, something of the earlier organic universe 

has been preserved: the manipulation of molds has left marks on the irregular surface 

of the spheres. the artist does not aspire to the anonymous perfection of machines 

or the utopia of ideal forms; her goal is to create entities marked by the passage of 

being that has elevated them to the condition of works of art. and these marks could 

never have been contained in the calculations of a project. they are the product of 

the empirical struggle of trial and error, and they show plainly, in their finished form, 

the experience that gave rise to them. each element shows this process, which is 

potentiated when the works are articulated with one another.

the large sphere, throwing out a long, tense, rigid tentacle to the wall, reconfigures 

space in its entirety. its presence is not contained in the limits of its body. it radiates 

its plastic force al l  around, and acts as a kind of inductor of perception of the other 

pieces. its monumental scale does not have the effect of dwarfing the smaller works; 

instead, it  underscores their virtual possibil it ies. indeed, this seems to be one of 

the most striking characteristics of these new works by flávia ribeiro: their abil ity 

to claim virtual monumentality, whatever their actual size -  a trait that could only 

be the outcome of intell igent formal solutions.

iMages inforMations

atôMiCo

2001, BRonze

0.50x0.40x2.40m

iMages inforMations

bíbola

2002, BRonze

0.60x0.60x2.63m

iMages inforMations

Catenária

2002, BRonze

0.80x0.80x8.80m

  Flávia RiBeiRo
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this is not an exclusive trait of the pieces seen in isolation. Placed 

together, as in the series of triple spheres joined by two arms, we can 

also imagine them in solitary existence, a powerful presence in the 

corner of a room, or as a crowd of sculptures that multiply themselves, 

covering a wide expanse of outdoor space. in this complex of articulated 

sculptures there is a strong manifestation of collective existence that 

entails no loss of the characteristics of each individual. that is why 

they are not modules that are joined as parts to make up a whole: 

each element has an autonomous reality of its own.

by its very nature, the shape of the sphere suggests movement. the 

ball  demands to roll  or f ly, on a soccer f ield, on a tennis court, on a 

bil l iard table or even in cosmic space. a sphere at rest seems to be 

in expectation of the force that wil l  move it from one state of inertia 

to another. 
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iMages inforMations

leStia

2001, BRonze and velveT

vaRiaBle dimension

iMages inforMations

linha atôMiCa variável

2001, BRonze

0.14x0,15x1.15m

iMages inforMations

linha atôMiCa variável

2001, BRonze

0.14x0,15x1.15m
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flávia ribeiro’s spheres, given a shape that makes it impossible for 

them to rol l , are endowed with a different sort  of  movement: the 

wandering movement of the transitive eye from one sphere to another, 

which they elicit through their articulations and their irregular surfaces. 

there is no rest in these seemingly motionless sculptures. the serene 

spheres, grouped in opposing pairs on the table, or the smaller, crinkly, 

fr isky pieces, the net of triple sculptures on the floor, or the large 

sphere with its spear -  al l  of them demand an eye that can follow the 

movement of form.

flávia ribeiro’s personal discretion, together with her inquisitiveness 

that avoids ostentation, stands out, in a mil ieu dominated by show-

offs, for the depth of her contribution to contemporary art. the present 

show testif ies to this.

iMages inforMations

linha atôMiCa variável

2001, BRonze

0.14x0,15x1.15m

iMages inforMations

tríbola

2002, BRonze and veleveT

0.27x0.80x1.23m

iMages inforMations

linha atôMiCa

2001, BRonze

0.06x0.06x2m

iMages inforMations

linha atôMiCa variável

2001, BRonze

0.14x0,15x1.15m
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contact: koningen@bigpond.com  phone +61 7 54555282  www.koningen.com.au

svein koningen is represented in Hong kong at the bark Modern art gallery

bark Modern art

1/F 13-14 lan kwai Fong

Central hong kong Sar

852 2537 7271

Svein Koningen
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sea of l ife

20 0 0 o il on canvas

50 x 40.cm /19½ x 15½ in
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Trains to heaven, 2001 
PainTing and comBinaTion 
Techniques, 
50 x 50 cm. / 20 x 20 in.

art addiCtion gallerYavRam
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Embrassement, 
2001 oil on canvas
120 x 100 cm. / 47½ x 39½ in.

Art Addiction gAlleryhagea
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UmbeRTO eco
ThE following is an ExTEnsivE lisTing of ThE works of Eco 

The island of the Day Before (1995). Postscript to The name of the rose (1995). 
The search for the Perfect language (1995). how to Travel with a salmon and 
other Essays (1994). apocalypse Postponed (1994). six walks in the fictional 
woods (1994), Misreading (1993). interpretation and overinterpretation (1992). 

Umberto eco was born in 1932 in alessandria, italy. he is a professor 
of semiotics, the study of communication through signs and symbols, at 
the University of Bologna, a philosopher, a historian, literary critic, and 
an aesthetician. he is an avid book collector and owns more than 30,000 
volumes. The subjects of his scholarly investigations range from st. Thomas 
aquinas, to James Joyce, to superman. he lives in Milan.
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   a conversation on information (episode 5)

a chain-smoking and jovial Umberto eco receives me in his crowded, 
untidy but cheerful little office at the institute for communication Studies 
at the University of bologna. a bay-window opens out onto a tiny balcony 
overlooking the garden of the villa where the institute has its offices 
and library. The walls of the office are covered with rows of well-filled 
bookshelves; a sofa along one wall is full of piles of papers, books and 
articles, a modest writing desk hidden under even more books and papers. 
in one corner of the room is an ibm 486 clone with Windows, a new article 
or book obviously in progress on the screen. eco offers me a chair in front 
of his desk.

in advance i had given him a list of some possible issues we might 
discuss so he would have some idea of what was on my mind: computer 
Technology, the internet community and Processes of cultural change. i 
begin by asking: 

(continued from the previous number)

  it is a community but it is only a virtual community. now, it is true that great 
artists spend their lives living in remote villages and writing letters all over the 
world and they establish these kinds of virtual communities.

     “kant did that as well - he was a great letter writer...?”
     yes, there was kant. But i think of a great poet like leopardi. he was sick, 

a hunchback. repressed.
lived in a village. went once or twice to rome. i don’t remember how often, 

though he traveled a little more.
he was well known, and in touch with all the intelligentsia of his time. ok, it’s 

always possible. But for every leopardi, you have a lot of other people that are 

Umberto eco And PetrU rUssU, the editor of World of Art mAgAzine

living in isolation, with elaborate forms of mental illness.
one great problem of our time is the decrease, or absolute lack, of face-to-

face communities.
     i always like to tell the story of Bosco - san giovanni Bosco. This salesian 

priest in the middle of the
19th century who got the idea that was a whole new generation of young 

people who were working from a very young age in factories, and so were 
dispersed and separated from the family. he invented the oratorium, which was 
a community, to which those who worked could go to play and discuss. and for 
those who couldn’t work, he established typographies, activities in which they 
could take part. so, he was matching the problem of despair and isolation in the 
industrial society with the possibility of people meeting each other, and obviously 
also having a religious purpose. it was a great social invention.

     what i reproach today; with both catholics, as well as former communists 
or Progressives, is that they lacked the new don Bosco. There was no new 
san giovanni Bosco of our age able to invent a new possibility of establishing 
communities. and so you have young disaffected males with guns killing people 
in central Park. you have all the problems of young people...

     “The pathologies, yes...”
     also of mature and aged persons who feel isolated. was, is, television a 

way to overcome this solitude? no, it was a way to increase it. with your can of 
beer you sit down on the couch...Television was not the solution.

     obviously for certain people - i had an old aunt who was obliged to live all 
the day at home, and was unable to walk, and for her the television was a gift of 
heaven. for her, it was really the only possibility to be in some way in touch with 
the world. But for a normal person it is not. can the new virtual communities 
like we have on internet do the same job? certainly! They give to a person living 
in the Mid-west the possibility to contact others from there. is that a substitute 
for face-to-face contact and community? no, it isn’t! so the real social function 
of, let’s say, internet, should be to be a starting point for establishing contacts, 
and then to establish local...
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Travels in hyperreality (1990). The limits of interpretation (1990). foucault’s 
Pendulum (1989). on the Medieval Theory of signs (1989). The aesthetics of 
chaomos: The Middle ages of James Joyce (1989). The open work (1989). The 
Bomb and the general (1989). The Three astronauts (1989). Meaning and Mental 
representations (1988). The aesthetics of Thomas aquinas (1988). art and Beauty 

eLiTe UmbeRTO eco

(to be continued in the next number)

in the Middle ages (1988). leonardo cremonini: Paintings and watercolors 
1976-1986 (1987). semiotics and the Philosophy of language (1984). The sign 
of Three: Dupin, holmes, Peirce (1984). Postscript to The name of the rose 
(1983). The name of the rose (1983). The role of the reader: Explorations in 
the semiotics of Text (1979). The Theory of semiotics (1976)

     “Places to meet face-to-face...”
     yes, local communities. when internet really becomes a way of implementing 

- through virtual communities - face-to-face communities, then that will be an 
important social change. i was talking with Professor Prodi [note: romano Prodi 
is professor of economics at the University of Bologna, and prospective prime- 
ministerial candidate for a coalition of centre-left moderates in the next italian 
general election] and i told him that the only possibility that you have to make 
a real campaign, is to realize in every city a group, a club, a circle. one of the 
real forces in the inventions of Berlusconi was not only to use television for 
political propaganda. he, having a big industrial organisation, established clubs 
everywhere.

This was people that were proud to wear the badge and to identify themselves 
as belonging to a particular group. i saw them in the village where i have my 
country house. it was artificial. it was all set up in two months, so it wasn’t 
enough to establish a really profound sense of belonging to a community. But 
it was an idea.

     so i told Prodi that he should do the same. and one way to do that is to use 
internet. Because through internet you can reach, say, two persons in every city, 
giving them materials, documents. People will be encouraged to xerox all these 
materials and to establish local groups, networks. so it is a sort of collaboration 
between virtual and...

     “real communities?...”
     ...and real communities. if we succeed in doing that then internet will be 

an enormous element or factor of social change. if it remains only virtual it could 
lead some people to pure onanistic solitude. in this sense, most of the hackers are 
sick persons, because they sit passive. They play and intrude into the computers 
of the banks or the Pentagon, because it is the only way to feel alive.

     “you have just released a new hypertext encyclopaedia. in an article you 
published recently in the local paper in Bologna, la republicca, you write that 
this work will contain more information than the Encyclopaedia Britannica. There 
you also wrote that the main advantage of your Encyclomedia is its non-linear 

retrieval and cross-referencing system. i always wonder about the effectiveness 
of hypertext systems in general, because someone has to make the links. so even 
though you call it non-linear retrieval, or whatever, it is all decided by somebody 
in advance?”

     well, first of all: if you are able tomorrow to invent a hypertext in which every 
idea and every word, every adjective, every article can be linked with everything. 
ok, at this point it is obvious that even there, there is a filter which establishes 
the links. in this sense it will be very difficult to make a philosophical hypertext, 
because you will have to decide if you will link the notion of passion in Descartes 
with the notion of passion in aristotle, which are two different notions...

     “yes, completely different.”
     for aristotle it is simply a cognitive event, and for Descartes, and for the 

17th century passion has to do with feeling, sentiment etcetera. But in the case 
of our Encyclomedia, which was based on historical data, you have a certain 
guarantee. The name of a city is linked to other cities. The name of a given person 
links with persons which had connections with them. and you also can establish 
unforeseen links...

     “The users can make their own links?”
     yes, because you have, let’s say, so-called books and files. There’s for 

instance a book on Descartes, and obviously in the book on Descartes you will 
certainly mention, let’s say Pascal, or gallileo. There are some immediate links, 
because gallileo and Pascal are highlighted, and so you can immediately identify 
the possibility of there being links there. There is no pre-established link between 
Descartes and caravaggio.

why? Because they had nothing in common except he fact that they lived 
in the same century. But i wanted to solve, or to answer this question: “was it 
possible that Descartes met caravaggio?” Descartes travelled pretty much. so, i 
have a function that allows me to ask about Descartes anD/or caravaggio, and i 
found i had the possibility of detecting that that meeting was impossible, because 
caravaggio died when Descartes was 14. so, i established my own links.



S Tane  JagODic
1943 born in celje, slovenia
lives and works in ljubljana, slovenia

It is common knowledge that texts in which authors deal with the 

analysis of humor usually lack humor. This is also true of what is perhaps 

the best known example, Bergson’s “Essay on Laughter”, in which we meet 

with what is undoubtedly valid in Bergson’s essay, as well as with yet another 

feature of older works of this kind. Although Bergson claims that humor 

is unconscious, and although he compares the logic of absurdity with the 

logic of dreams, he reflects on unexpectedness as the precondition of the 

ridiculous and the world, which is “Upside down”, etc.; although he is always 

treading the border between the conscious and the unconscious, he does not 

want to cross it. His starting points are based on the rationalist tradition which 

was exploited by the artists used by Bergson as examples. Moliere, the most 

rational among comediographers, is closest to him, or Cervantes. After them, 

Bergson is mainly interested in the mechanics of boulevard comedy. This is 

actually the only form of 19th century humor that his essay acquaints us with. 

The humor brought on by the 20th century can hardly be apprehended from 

it.

So far, Jagodic has applied satire to “classical art”, particularly in his 

photomontages: his technique and the selection of works are significant. 

In his early works he, too, dealt with Mona Lisa (thus immediately following 

Duchamp’s tradition), but later he frequently remembered another icon of 

the High Renaissance, Michelangelo’s David. Now he continues with his texts, 

which can best be defined as art epigrams. It is characteristic that he deals 

with the entire history of art; to him, not only are individual pieces of art 

questionable, but the complete construction. It can be claimed that Jagodic is 

introducing an alternative history of art from the aspect of a person who - like 

Andersen’s proverbial child - can see without being prejudiced, thus keeping 

our knowledge of visual art permanently new and alive.

(Dr LEV MENASE art historian, art critic /“A humorous AlternAtive to the 

history of Art” fragment)

clone, 2001 MonTagE 60 x 180 x 20 cM. / 23½ x 71 x 8 in.  
tArget, 1994 MonTagE 34 x 34 cM. / 13½ x 13½ in.   

 crUcifix in the lAb, 1972-1994 MonTagE 34 x 34 cM. / 13½ x 13½ in.       
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The year 1965 marks the birth of 

computer graphics. it was then that, 

simultaneously and yet independently 

from one another, Frieder nake, georg 

nees, and a. michael noll discovered that 

the computer could be set up to compete 

with the classical tools of art as a new 

and unconventional instrument. The art 

critics and artists took up the challenge. 

heated discussions followed regarding 

the definition of art and the question 

of whether a graphic produced by a 

computer can be considered art. Today, 

this question is still undecided, but one 

of the more heartening consequences of 

this conflict has been the spanning of a 

bridge between the traditional and the 

technical sections of our culture.

it would make little sense to develop a 

computer program to produce a single 

graphic. but they are at least written 

to allow one to change a range of 

parameters, and in many cases the 

palette of options is so great that 

individual realizations from the same 

program are often scarcely recognizable 

as such. Strictly speaking, this is the 

reason that the single image is not an 

adequate form in which to present 

computer art; it is much better depicted 

as a series, if, from one picture to the 

next, one makes only small adjustments 

to the parameters, the result appears 

in phased images that can be seen as 

sequences of movements. They provide 

the raw material for computer films; 

thus working with computer systems 

makes a step appear obvious that 

conventional art was not able to take. 

What is meant here is the transition 

from a non-representational picture to 

a moving form of depiction, as we find 

analogous to the auditory field of music. 

even if computer art did not 

accomplish anything else, this alone 

would be adequate compensation for 

the effort. What has only been vaguely 

hinted at in fireworks, waterworks, and 

kaleidoscopes, has now matured into a 

manageable form of representation, it 

is, however, still so strange and unusual 

that it will certainly take centuries 

before these new possibilities can be 

fully exploited.

curtsey herbert w. franke, visual computer 

art, art Electronica: facing the future /art 

Electronica center
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1985 born in Bucharest
lives and works in stockholm, sweden

Photoset 23.07.2002 “metrificAtion”, 2002, PhoTograPhs / PhoToMonTagE 42 x 21 cM. / 16½ x 8¼ in.  
 Photoset 14.07.2002, “indUstriAl cUltUre” 2002, PhoTograPhs / PhoToMonTagE 42 x 21 cM. / 16½ x 8¼ in.
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PictUres of A city / sEriEs colors of ThE PlanET

AnyWhere, 2002 c-TyPE PrinT, EDiTion10, 42 x 21 cM. / 16½ x 8¼ in.

Courtesy of Art AddiCtion GAllery, stoCkholm, sweden

is a compact disc or an mp3 any less valuable as a mean to get an idea or a feeling across to someone, is it any less genuine than 

a live concert? Through these mediums, the artist has the chance to create perfection. a photograph gives a different kind of experience 

but it doesn’t make it less real. i would never be afraid of being moved by anything just because it comes to me via the digital realm. 

There was still a breath at the other end. there was a reality, intention and possibly a reaction at the root of the artists creation.



Artist Profile Artist Profile göT z  D ieRgaRTen
1963 born in Mannheim; new york, Usa
lives and works in kaiserslautern and frankfurt am Main, germany

in my previous work i dealt with the painting-like impact of details 

out of banal fades – mainly from the fifties and sixties. i found this motives 

all over germany – later also in switzerland and france. Thereby i realized 

slightly differences in the architecture and the usage of color, although 

there are quite a lot of similarities. The fades of a house have to be closed 

in order to create the above described pictorial effect. i don’t want to be 

a voyeur and i don’t want the recipient to feel like one. if the shutters are 

not or only partly closed you become interested in the individual who lives 

behind the fade. But i’m rather interested in the society or the group of 

people who create this “pictures” – especially because the same people 

pass by these buildings absolutely indifferent, they don’t realize the 

pictures in the banality. almost two years ago i got interested in holiday 

homes in the cotentin / northern france. after “Ravenoville” i took two 

more series of other holiday houses along the beaches of northern france. 

since i had realised the slightly differences 

in the “design” of fades in germany, france and switzerland, i got very 

much interested in a comparison of holiday houses along the coast and 

the specific atmosphere of seaside resorts. These buildings are built for 

the most delightful time of their owners: their holiday – only a few weeks 

per year. The effort and interest to create something really “beautiful” is 

often confronted with financial, ecological (nature reserve) and climatically 

(wind and water along the coast) restrictions. Due to these facts the small 

buildings often appear somehow a bit strange. nevertheless, with their 

shutters and doors closed and their pastel colors their owners also create 

unconsciously “pictures”. for me this work is like an intimate portrait of 

the people of different countries. Each fade has his own characteristics, 

his own face; each building also works as a witness of times. often there 

are regimentations for small holiday homes along the coast. These rules 

and laws how to build or paint your house creates a common basis, a 

possibility to compare and also look behind the closed fades. 

 (the phenomenon of holidAy homes / AlonG europeAn CoAsts)
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  Untitled (goUville, PAmnorAmA), 2002 c-TyPE PrinT 30 x 180 cM. / 12 x 71 in., EDiTion 8

  Untitled (goUville, single hoUse), 2002 c-TyPE PrinT 100 x 100 cM. / 39¼ x 39¼ in., EDiTion 8


  Untitled (goUville, single hoUse), 2002 c-TyPE PrinT 100 x 100 cM. / 39¼ x 39¼ in., EDiTion 8


 Untitled (goUville, single hoUse), 2002 c-TyPE PrinT 100 x 100 cM. / 39¼ x 39¼ in., EDiTion 8

Courtesy of GAlerie thomAs Poller, frAnkfurt Am mAin, GermAny
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The 
subject of ginevra de’Benci 

(1474) retains nothing of 

the Mona lisa’s inward 

amusement nor cecilia gallerani’s (lady with 

an Ermine) gentle submissiveness. instead, the 

young woman gazes past the viewer with a 

wonderful luminous sulkiness. The difference 

between ginevra de’Benci and the other 

portraits is that the sitter does not display her 

hands. numerous scholars have surmised that 

leonardo da’vinci had truncated the canvas 

and the rationale behind this sinister motive 

remains unknown. is da’vinci blameworthy of 

this act or is the work of art an imitation of 

northern portraiture?

 The infamous high renaissance artist leonardo 

da’vinci (1452-1519) for his copious skills in 

sculpture, architecture, engineering, and art. his 

familial background is as insignificant as william 

shakespeare. leonardo was the illegitimate son 

of a local lawyer in vinci, a small town in the 

Tuscan region. his father acknowledged him 

and paid for his training. a prevalent theme 

connects the lives of the distinguished masters 

of the high renaissance - each began their 

artistic career with an apprenticeship to a 

painter who had already obtained excellent 

social status. 

luckily, da’vinci was instructed by sculptor 

and painter andrea del verrochio (1435-

1488). verrochio’s best-known painting is 

the Baptism of christ because leonardo is 

assumed to have painted the angel on the far 

left. it was traditional for the novice to assist 

the master in his works in order to learn and 

duplicate the same style.

ginevra de’Benci has captured the interest 

of contemporaries merely for the especial 

attention that leonardo da’vinci had devoted 

to his sitter. The young woman was married 

to nobleman luigi niccolini in 1474 when she 

was sixteen. scholars have deduced that 

perhaps, ginerva was fifteen when leonardo 

completed the canvas in celebration of de’Benci’s 

engagement to niccolini. 

The sitter does not possess the wittiness of 

the earlier da’vinci images and she appears 

rather solemn in contrast to Mona lisa and lady 

with an Ermine. ginerva’s pose is fairly rigid 

and her head taut. Delicate ringlets cascade 

down from her forehead. During the dawn of 

the renaissance, the exposure of the forehead 

in art indicated intellectuality intelligence. it is 

quite obvious that leonardo da’vinci considered 

de’Benci as an academic. These subtle ripples 

are repeated in the spikes of the juniper bush. 

far removed from the traditional western 

renaissance portraiture, ginevra de’Benci is 

portrayed from her head to shoulders only.

in the distant background a landscape of still 

waters, mists, and darkened woods illuminate 

the pale features of the sitter. Placed behind 

the young woman is a juniper bush that is pun 

on da’vinci’s part. The italian word for juniper 

is ginepro and alludes to ginevra’s first name. 

also, the symbol of the juniper is an emblem 

of both virginity and purity. 

Possibly the most intriguing part of the painting 

is the reverse. The opposite side of the canvas 

has a large scroll with a latin verse: virtvtem 

for/ma Decorat [‘Beauty adorns virtue’]. This 

scroll curls around the iconographic images of 

the juniper twig, a palm leaf, and a laurel branch. 

These three objects signal virginity, moral virtue, 

and intellect respectively. in addition, located 

at the far right corner is a red seal, which was 

the family crest of the liechtenstein clan—the 

former owners of the painting. king louis xii 

allegedly brought this work of art to france 

from Milan in 1499.

it is often debated that ginevra de’Benci could 

have been severed and that the bottom half 

ginEvra DE’BEnci
lEonarDo Da’vinci

1474
oil on wooD
38.2 x 36.7cM

la DaMa Dal Mazzolino
anDrEa DEl vErrocchio

1475-1480
MarBlE

61 cM

rEvErsE (ginEvra 
DE’BEnci)
lEonarDo Da’vinci

UnVeiLing LeOnaRDO 
Da Vinci’S

gineVRa De’benci written by  
Tamara PaSzTOR

contact information: tgp32001@yahoo.ca
(Tamara Pasztor)
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Tom Friedman 

Fondazione Prada milan

it has been the largest and most complete 

retrospective of the artist¹s work to be 

staged in italy. 

The exhibition, conceived by friedman 

and curated by germano celant, consists  of 

wide-ranging survey of the artist’s activity up 

to the present days, from the earlier works 

to those one executed specifically for Milan. 

The decision to use the whole spaces of the 

Prada foundation has set up an interesting 

dialogue between the monumental nature 

of the venue and friedman’s works, which 

are often characterized by a disconcerting 

reduction in size. fourty works have been 

presented. about twenty of them are 

completely new pieces; the others came 

from museums and collectors. 

it has been decided to set as an open 

space the 1400 square meters of the Prada 

foundation to let each piece breathing 

widely. The result is that - once you move 

out from the exhibition -  a “lot of space” 

remains after in your mind. 

Tom friedman belongs to the generation 

of artists that, at the beginning of the 1990s, 

have begun - once again - to focus their 

attention on the world of the objects, in 

some way reacting against the elimination of 

physical elements and tactile values brought 

by Pop art in favor of the image. from his 

investigation emerges a renewed interest for 

the fragile and ephemeral universe of daily, 

ordinary objects, almost rooting them in his 

artistic language, even if deprived them from 

the hyperbole and self-exaltation typical of 

the 1960s. Through a subtle process of mental 

and physical manipulation, in friedman¹s 

work spaghetti, hair, chewing-gum, pieces 

of paper, detergent, dust, toilet paper, bars 

of soap, and colored construction paper are 

transformed into new objects characterized 

by an anti-heroic attitude and, at the same 

time, by astonishing formal perfection. Through 

small actions of elementary formalization, 

the artist raises questions regarding the 

theme of the complexity and heterogeneity 

of objects, seeking unknown, secret parallels 

between them. 

whatever some blank spaces follow this 

artistic experience. Many years ago, the 

french writer georges Perec formulated a 

theory to l’infra-ordinaire (infra-ordinary): 

“... where is the rest? what happened every 

days and what repeats every days, banal 

things , what is obvious, what is common, 

what is ordinary, what is infra-ordinary, the 

noise, what is usual, how we can interrogate 

it? how we can describe it?”. i think that 

friedman does not know Perec, as well as 

his brilliant spontaneity allow himself not to 

know recent european history of art. 

however, just like an enfant terrible of 

ian McEwan, friedman is able to answer to 

Perec’s questions and maybe our ordinay 

questions. 
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fondazione Prada milan
tom friedman 

may have been a replication of andrea del 

verrochio’s sculpture bust la Dama dal 

Mazzolino (1475-1480). andrea del verrochio 

(1435-1488), originally named andrea di cione 

was a florentine and trained as a goldsmith 

under the tutelage of giuliano verrochio, whose 

name he later adopted. verrochio is renowned 

for having operated a florentine art academy and 

including amongst his pupils were the eminent 

Early and high renaissance masters—sandro 

Botticelli, lorenzo di credi, leonardo da’vinci, 

and Perugino. nevertheless, it is suspected that 

several canvases accredited to andrea were 

indeed his students’ attempts at copying his 

artistic technique.

la Dama dal Mazzolino bears a striking 

resemblance to ginevra. The ringlets, modeling 

of the visage, apparel, and distant stare are 

comparable. however, the hairstyle and clothing 

became the courtly fashion for the period. if 

it is undeniably ginevra de’Benci would not 

andrea del verrocchio have entitled his 

sculpture bust to the young woman. also, 

the dates of the two pieces do not coincide. 

leonardo da’vinci’s rendition is dated a year 

earlier than verrocchio.

Moreover, there was a large market demand 

in italy for northern art, chiefly Jan van Eyck, 

Petrus christus, and rogier van der weyden in 

between 1470-1480. Perchance, the northern 

artistic influx may have had an influence on 

leonardo da’vinci during the 1470’s. numerous 

flemish portraitures depict their sitters in stiff 

poses and no display of hands; this is a particular 

trademark with Jan van Eyck and Petrus christus. 

rogier van der weyden’s Portrait of a Man 

(1440) is of a unique importance in comparison 

to ginevra de’Benci on account of the reverse. 

Portrait of a Man shows the image of a holly 

branch with a gold latinized verse at the top. 

This type of portraiture was common amongst 

the northern artists.

it is clear that perhaps, da’vinci did not truncate 

ginevra de’Benci and is mimicking the northern 

portraitures. The andrea del verrocchio theory is 

highly questionable as the sculptor was adhering 

to court fashion and the fact that he did not 

submit a title to his work of art in identifying 

the female model.

nObODy
2002

consTrUcTion PaPEr
66 x 168 x 25,5 cM

26 x 66 x 10 in
coUrTEsy of ThE arTisT anD  

fEaTUrE inc., nEw york

UnTiTLeD
2002
consTrUcTion PaPEr
107 x 107 x107 cM
42 x 42 x 42 in
coUrTEsy of ThE arTisT anD  
fEaTUrE inc., nEw york
PhoTo By orEn slor



Artist Profile

Untitled i- xii, collagE/MixED MEDia 16 x 11,5 cM. / 6 1/4 x 4½  in.

launa romoff has been working with collage/mixed media since 1997. she has been inspired by the 

work of kurt schwitters, regarded by most as the 20th century master of collage. luana romoff finds her 

material everywhere, because, by working in this medium, she believes you learn to “see” the beauty of 

the discarded and turn it into “art”. her work is gaining recognition as she is exhibiting on a regular basis in 

different venues in the  los angeles area.“how i use the material at hand is often more important than the 

material itself’

 (kurt schwitters)

Artist Profile
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L aUna  ROmOFF
1946 Born in los angeles, Usa
lives and works in los angeles, Usa
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anDRe a  z anaT Ta
1967 born in Treviso, italy
lives and works in Martelago and venice, italy

andrea zanatta is one of the most interesting photographers of the young generation in italy. Both in the use of black & white and 

colors photos, in his work is evident a particular attention to the human figure as well as for objects and landscapes that the artist try to 

fuse together to reach a non-common mixture capable of expressing emotions, feelings and meditative thoughts. Besides this, what really 

fascinates zanatta is also a nocturnal atmosphere where mystery, dreams and the ineffable seems gradually to become sophisticated but 

necessary elements to give birth to his compositions. Technically, his research is focused on movement. The figures seem almost escaping 

from the electronic eye of his camera nikon f5, sometimes almost trying to break through the rigid, linear borders of the paper, and, at 

the same time, a sort of diffuse strenght and energy that permeates the whole photograph entraps them. The result is to be in front of a 

sort of diaphanous creature that struggles with the eye of the watcher. light and shadows give their contribution to this emphasis, while, 

behind all of this, a message of improbable freedom substantiates the content of these artworks. (anDrEa PagnEs, “Atmosphere”)

the venetiAn cArnivAl 01,  2003 c-TyPE PrinT 100 x 80 cM. / 39¼ x 31¼ in., EDiTion 12    
the venetiAn cArnivAl 02,  2003 c-TyPE PrinT 100 x 80 cM. / 39¼ x 31¼ in., EDiTion 12    

Courtesy of Art AddiCtion GAllery, stoCkholm, sweden



tower. or, Marcel Duchamp has taught me to 
look at things i see in life as a sculpture.   

C.C.: Why do you think people make 
art?
s.s.: i don’t think they have a choice. They 
were born to do it. hopefully a good artist 
does it because he has something to say 
about art history, our society, about politics.

C.C.: What is art?
s.s.: art is anything that an artist makes, 
that an artist has dedicated his life to do. 
anything that is shown in an art museum or 
an art gallery. i think it’s creativity.

C.C.: Have you ever seen magic?
s.s.: yes. it’s all magical for me. My first 
experience of an artist.  There’s an artist 
i’ve been crazy about for a while, i think it’s 
a magical experience for me to see it: neo 
rauch. it’s always a magical experience for 
me. it takes me to a different place. i think 
kim keever’s magical. one of the things in 
my collection is a sense of place. i have this 
thing; i work in new Jersey, i’m a doctor, and 
then i go through the lincoln Tunnel and i’m 
in the art world, new york. i’m from Detroit. 
kim keever takes me to another place. i 
think that’s magical. it’s like a high. art can 
be an escape in that sense. 

C.C.: Do you think a work of art 
should transcend the picture plane?
s.s.: i think it’s more religious than spiritual. 
i don’t go to synagogue or church. it’s like a 
religious calling or religious experience for 
me. it’s more exciting for me when i first 
see an artwork as opposed to possessing 
it. i end up looking like a squirrel, maybe, 
because i have a big collection, but the 
biggest thing for me is to see it, to discover 
it, than to possess it. i like to be a part of 
the whole situation. after i acquire a piece i 
like to meet the artist. i also like to consider 
myself an artist as curator. The work takes 
on a different meaning in the context of my 
collection, and i think that’s why people find 
it interesting to come see my collection. 
Because it’s a curated show in my home. .     

C.C.: Is there any particular overriding 
theme or direction to your collecting? 
s.s.: within my collection there is a strong 
sense of place -a longing or an imagining 
to be in another place-a different, better 
place.  other themes recurring throughout 
my collection include, “art about art” -art 
that alludes to or builds on the history of 
art.   i am also attracted to art that exhibits 
a sense of humor; art that uses wit or irony 
to comment on historical art movements, 

artists and the creative process.
another key theme is the marriage of 
seduction and repulsion.  in its physical 
presence and its emotional content, the 
work in my collection both attracts and 
repels the viewer.  contemporary art, as art 
throughout history, expresses the horror and 
the joy of the human condition.  The artwork 
in my collection reflects this condition with 
assuredness, strength, and sincerity.
other themes that have subconsciously 
entered are:  “painting without paint,” 
“photography of invention”, the element of 
the “fake,” “the 
dysfunctional family,” “celebrity,” and a 
sense of the theatrical.

C.C.: Did you collect other things as 
a child?
s.s.: it was elephants. Elephants from all 
over the world made from all different 
materials.

C.C.: Do you collect artists in depth, or 
do you try to go across the board?
s.s.: i used to only want to have one of each, 
but then, i was enamored by cindy sherman 
early on – in the early eighties – and i think 
i have twenty shermans. Elliot green, i have 
four or five and then nina Bovasso . . .it’s 
mostly one ofs, but there are certain artists 
i have multiple pieces by.  [(5) , condo (2), 
Dunham (2),  Dzama (4), glantzman (2), 
Deb kass (2), Jonathan Tucker (9), lasker 
(2),  simmons (6), Elizabeth olbert (2), John 
waters (2) John waters is hilarious, angela 
wyman (4), wojnarowicz (2) ]
C.C: What’s your favorite work in your 
collection?
s.s.: The last piece i acquired always. 
C.C.: Do you see any particular direction that 
you think art is heading in?
s.s.: yes, i think it’s heading way toward 
video. i went to the last Documenta. i don’t 
have the patience to watch a video for forty-
five minutes. in my opinion a good video is 
if you can jump in at any point and watch 
it for three minutes. That’s Pipolitti rist. i 
end up being mesmerized, maybe that’s the 
magic you were talking about. actually, i stay 
for a long time with hers. But, i don’t think 
it’s going to be the end of painting, that’s 
for sure. i am an individual. i go all over the 
place and figure it out for myself. i search for 
what i think is a good painting, not what’s 
going on now. That’s looking at art with your 
ears. 
i think it’s amazing what some dealers don’t 
know about art history.

Steve Shane, art lover, visits thirty 
galleries in new york city, where he 
resides, every Saturday. Sundays he 
goes to museums, or galleries outside 
of manhattan. all of his vacations are 
scheduled around art events. he has 
barely missed a major international 
art fair in twenty years. 

he regularly sends out his art e-mails 
of his picks to over five hundred 
fellow enthusiasts. Shane prefers 
to term himself an “art lover,” rather 
than as a collector, stating that his 
“collection is only a little side effect of 
my passion,” although he has amassed 
a collection of over five hundred works 
of contemporary art to date.  Shane 
has never sold any of his collection, 
which will one day be bequeathed to 
different museums.  

CHRISTOPHER CHAMBERS: Would 
you say art collecting is your hobby?
sTEvE shanE: hobby is too little of a word. 
it’s why i live. it’s why i go to work. it’s why 
i get up; it’s my life. The art galleries, the art 
dealers, my art collection; talking about it, 
reading art magazines . . .

C.C.: What inspires you to collect art?
s.s.: i’m looking for a buzz. i don’t drink 
alcohol, i don’t do any drugs, i don’t smoke, 
it’s my buzz in life. and i’m also looking for 
myself. My collection helps me understand 
who and what i am. i don’t just let anyone 
into my collection – it really exposes who i 
am, it’s like lying on a psychiatrist’s couch. 
My collection is really personal. i think you 
come in here and you might be able to 
figure out some aspects of my personality, 
and my identity, history.

C.C.: What is art for? 
s.s.: i think it has different purposes for 
different people. for me it’s for pleasure, i 
think it’s to learn. i think one of the things 
it’s for is: a talented artist was born in 
this world to help the viewers see what 
they didn’t see before viewing the art. for 
example, the Beckers. They taught me 
how to look. i don’t think i would have 
ever noticed urban landscape if it wasn’t 
for them, i would have never seen a water 
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inTErviEw By chrisToPhEr chaMBErs 

Steve Shane, art lover, 
visits thirty galleries in New York City, 

where he resides, every Saturday

cOLLecTOR PROFiLe Artist Profile
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ken  RObinSOn
1940 born in auckland, new zealand
lives and works in auckland, new zealand

Travelled to England from new zealand and was accepted for full time study in painting at st Martins school of art in london after completing 

The national Diploma of fine art was selected for postgraduate study. During his study at st Martins won their third year painting prize.

in 1967 was appointed lecturer in painting and design at Middlesbrough college of art in yorkshire, England for two years. was appointed 

lecturer at the auckland institute of Technology in 1971.he is now lecturing part-time as senior lecturer at the auckland University of Technology. 

his work has been exhibited widely in n.z. in group shows, one- man shows and is in private collections. he has exhibited overseas in such places 

as sweden, italy, canada, venice, london, canada and new york.The basic structure of his work is intellectual but the paintings have a unique 

balance of intuition and intellect that stops them from being too  predictable. Exploring sculptural, spatial and painterly concerns as well as his 

use of multi printmaking techniques. he gives each work a personality that is much more than its basic qualities of shape and color. The wit and 

experience of the artist shows in the way he takes a single form and energizes it in ways both elaborate and simple in a variety of media. ken 

robinson is not just an expressive painter he is in fact is a dedicated analyst of form. Moving beyond the action and immediate expression. control 

and intellect and emotive energy remain the primary ingredients in his art.
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dAborA gallery 
lynda mahan

dAborA gallery 
timothy cummings

DaBora gallEry

1080 ManhaTTan avE

grEEnPoinT, Brooklyn ny 11222 

718-609-9629

lynDa@DaBoragallEry.coM

www.DaBoragallEry.coM

UnTiTLeD

1999 acryl ic on wooD, Ta xiDErMy

152,5 x 61 cM. /  60 x 24 in.

SPOT PORTR aiT i

acryl ic on wooD

20 x 25,4 cM. /  8 x10 in.

20 02
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i have always been fascinated by portraiture, 

The face as an image to stare at as it stares 

back.  Since childhood, the one consistent 

obsession and theme in my work has been 

the rendering of the face. The spots first 

appeared in my paintings as beauty marks 

like the elaborate black dots used to adorn 

the French royal court of the 18th century, 

then they began to take over the portraits 

in chaotic patterns like a cancer of the skin.  

more recently i¹ve begun to experiment with 

the black spot and have become fascinated 

by the basic flat abstract and randomness of 

their appearance, incorporating their  flatness 

into the more shapely and painterly surface 

of my portraits.  The spot portraits are to me 

a study of surface and pattern, the mixing of 

classic technique and random abstract shape 

and how they react with one another.

SPOT PORTR aiT i i

acryl ic on wooD

20 x 25,4 cM. /  8 x10 in.

20 02

mORT & ST. a . TR aV

2000  acRyLic On canVaS

122 x 91,5 cm. / 48” x 36”

Lynda mahan envisioned an art space that 

could exist in the same morbidly intoxicating 

world as her paintings and those she 

admires. With Dabora gallery, she has given 

this idea a life of its own. brooklyn locals 

and manhattan art enthusiasts alike find in 

Dabora not only a showcase of rich, quality 

work; they find themselves taking part in an 

exhilarating experience where lush, seductive 

surroundings of velvet curtains, victorian 

furniture, taxidermy and subtly menacing 

shadows create a living, breathing stage of 

intangible visual pleasures. Featuring solo 

shows and thematic exhibits drawing together 

artists from around the US and the world, 

the artwork at Dabora is complimented by an 

array of new york’s most out-there magicians, 

performers, and curiosity acts, whose oddly-

timed appearances only add to the strangely 

alluring sense of disorientation that is Dabora’s 

trademark. Rounding out the days and nights 

of Dabora are the multifarious photo shoots 

and private events that take place within its 

walls. if only they could talk. 



Le Zoie,
 “Bear in mind the fact that precious material and painstaking 
execution not only make up for lack of ornamentation, but in 
terms of elegance they greatly exceed it. Form and ornament 
are the result of the unconscious common work of men who 
belong to a specific civilization. 
Everything else is art.” (Adolf Loos)

The ability to originally interpret what happens in the world 
is the greatest gift that Venice, a city born of the world and a 
summary of the world itself, can give those who love her. And 
Michele Dal Bon, owner of the jewellery design workshop Le 
Zoie, has assumed this as his axiom and life’s rule.

Artist and artisan, Michele Dal Bon deftly combines traditional 
technique and contemporary sensitivity. The proud creator of 
the official jewel for the Gran Teatro La Fenice, Dal Bon lives 
and works in Venice. He has chosen as an exhibition venue 
for his zoie (“jewels” in Venetian) an elegant niche near the 
Rialto markets.

His workshop not only creates jewels that are the end result 
of his personal creativity, but also efficiently produces 
merchandising for the most demanding artistic exhibitions; 
needless to say, he never know-tows to dominant demands for 
mass-produced objects but rather seeks to satisfy the more 
demanding connoisseur and collector. 

His Le Zoie, productions are little masterpieces that will 
one day be part of the museums for which they have been 
produced. They are little masterpieces where the artistic and 
historical memory of the sought-after symbols (which have been 
recovered and reworked) are presented in the most unique 
and original way. They are symbols and objects proposed as 
a form of memory of the present, allowing them to persist 
and preserve their meaning.

Michele Dal Bon’s technical and artistic ability, as well as that 
of his workshop, are now available for all of those who, working 
in the field of art merchandising, want to offer a different type 
of merchandise.

Andrea Pagnes/Umberto Zampini

Michele Dal Bon
JEWELLERY DESIGNER

G.I.A. GEMOLOGIST
C.C.I.A.A. GEM SPECIALIST

GEM OFFICIAL EXPERT OF THE VENICE TRADE HALL
AND THE COURT OF VENICE

Studio progettazione gioielli
Jewellery art studio

Le Zoie - Calle dei Boteri, 1566 - 30125 S. Polo - Venezia
Tel. e Fax 041 2758694 - e-mail: info@lezoie.it - www.lezoie.com
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di Michele Dal Bon

Gioielleria
Moderna e Antica

Argenti ed orologi d ’ epoca

Certificato di garanzia

Garanzia

Le Zoie
di Michele Dal Bon

Designer, Perito G.I.A.,
Esperto della C.C.I.A.A. 

e del Tribunale di Venezia

Venezia .........................\Caratteristiche:

di Michele Dal Bon

Gioielleria
Moderna e Antica

Argenti ed orologi d ’ epoca

Certificato di garanzia

Garanzia

Le Zoie
di Michele Dal Bon

Designer, Perito G.I.A.,
Esperto della C.C.I.A.A. 

e del Tribunale di Venezia

Venezia .........................\Caratteristiche:

Jewelers
Modern and Classic
Exclusive Edition
Limited Edition

Silver and Classic Clocks

Certificate of Authenticity
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BRUSSELS        EXPO-Halls 3 & 4

4-8 April 2003

INFO :
+32 (0)2 402 36 66
www.artbrussels.be

Opening hours :
4, 5, 6 April : 12 am - 8 pm

7 April : 12 am - 10 pm
8 April : 12 am - 6 pm

Preview : 3 April 
(invitation only)21st contemporary art fair

20.21 Germany • Academia Austria • Adamski Germany • Aeroplastics Belgium • Alimentation-Generale

Luxembourg • Arnaud United Kingdom • Art Affairs The Netherlands • Art Agents Germany • Art Concern Belgium

• Artcore Canada • Artiscope Belgium • Asbaek Denmark • Aschenbach & Hofland The Netherlands • Astuni Italy

• B & D Studio Italy • Bagnai Italy • Baronian-Francey Belgium • Bärtschi Switzerland • Bastien Belgium • Baukunst

Germany • Bernier/Eliades Greece • Bouche France • Buchmann Germany Switzerland • Bugdahn Und Kaimer

Germany • Buro Fur Fotos Germany • Cambi Italy • Camhi Greece • Caminade France • Case D'arte Italy • Casini France •

Clairfontaine France • Conrads Germany • Continua Italy • Cotthem Belgium • Crown Belgium • Damasquine Belgium • De Brock

Belgium • De Vos Belgium • De Vries The Netherlands • Decimus Magnus France • Deweer Belgium • Dogenhaus Germany • Dupont

France • Ego Spain • Espai 292 Spain • Essor United Kingdom • Fiebach & Minninger Germany • Fifty One Belgium •  Filomena

Soares Portugal • Fortlaan 17 Belgium • Frank France • Frehrking Wiesehöfer Germany • Fricke Germany • Galerie P Belgium •

Gandy Czech Republic • Gentili Italy • Gentils Belgium • Geukens & De Vil Belgium • Gross Germany • Grusenmeyer Belgium •

Gutharc France • Hasenbach Belgium • Hauser & Wirth Switzerland • Hoffmann Germany • Hohenlohe & Kalb Austria • Hollenbach

Germany • Holtmann Germany • Hufkens Belgium • I8 Iceland • In Situ Belgium • Insam Austria • Jamar Belgium • Janssen Belgium

• Johnen + Schottle Germany • Keitelman Belgium • Koroneou Greece • Kraushaar Germany • Krinzinger Austria • Krobath

Wimmer Austria • Krokin Russia • Kuckei + Kuckei Germany • Kudlek Germany •  Lanzenberg Belgium • Ledune Belgium • Lehmann

Germany • Lendl Austria • Les Filles Du Calvaire France • Lisson United Kingdom • Loerakker The Netherlands  • Loevenbruck France

• Marion De Beaupre France • Mayer Germany • Minini Italy • MK The Netherlands • Motive The Netherlands • Nächst St Stephan

Austria • Noirhomme Belgium • Obadia France • Painter USA • Pariente France • Pieters Belgium • Polar Belgium • Presenca Portugal

• Rehbein Germany • Retelet France • Ricke Germany • Rivet Germany • Röpke Germany • Rubicon Ireland • Rumpff The Netherlands

• S 65 Belgium • Schmela Germany • Schoots The Netherlands • Schreurs Belgium • Schröder Germany • Schuppenhauer Germany

• Scognamiglio Italy • Sfeir-Semler Germany • Silkeborg Denmark • Simoens Belgium • Slewe The Netherlands • Sollertis France •

Sparta France • Steinek Austria • Szwajcer Belgium • Tanit Belgium • Templon France • Thoman Austria • Transit Belgium • Triangle

Bleu Belgium • Trigano France • Turetsky Switzerland • Vallois France • Van Den Berge The Netherlands • Van Laere Belgium •

Vedovi-Odermatt Belgium • Vidal France • Vidal Saint-Phalle France • Voss Germany • Vous Etes Ici The Netherlands • Vu France

• Walbröl Germany • Wellerdiek Germany • Winter Germany • Woerdehoff France • Zander Germany • Zink Germany • Zürcher

France • Zwart Huis Belgium • Zwarte Panter Belgium

World of art UK Q  28/02/03  11:03  Page 1
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infO@ARTADDicTiOn.nET  

ExhIbITIOnS 2003

1. nudE dE nudE 
15.07.2003 -  30.12.2003 

2. fEmInA / InTERnATIOnAL FEmALE ARTIST’S ART 
15.07.2003 - 30.11.2003

7. InTERnATIOnAL AnnuAL OF mInIATuRE ART
15.09.2003 - 30.12.2003

9. InTERnATIOnAL FEmALE ARTIST’S ART AnnuAL
15.09.2003 - 30.12.2003 

8. InTERnATIOnAL AnnuAL OF mInIATuRE ART
15.09.2003 - 30.12.2003 

1996 Hanna Barak Engel, individual Exhibition Stockholm Sweden

1997 ”femina” int’l Small forms Open Exhibition Sweden

1997 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 4th int’l Graphic Art Exhibition Sweden

1997 ”World of Art”, Art Addiction int’l Drawing competition Sweden

1997 ”Most Talented Artist”, Art Addiction 1st international Prize Sweden

1997 contemporary italian Art Stockholm Sweden

1997 The 5th int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1997 The 4th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1998 ”A better World for our children”international Exhibition Sweden

1998 ”Masks in Venice 1” Annual Exhibition Palazzo correr Venice italy

1998 The 1st Autumn Annual in Venice Palazzo correr Venice italy

1998 The 5th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1998 Elizabeth Maxwell Hill /UK, Solo Exhibition Palazzo correr Venice 

1999 The 1st Spring Annual in Venice Palazzo correr Venice italy

2001 The 6th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1999 ”Masks in Venice 2” Annual Exhibition Piccola Galleria correr Venice 

1999 The 2nd Autumn Annual in Venice Palazzo correr, Venice italy

1999  2000 franco Verdi /italy, Solo Virtual Exhibition, Art Addiction 

1999  2001 Alyce Ritti /USA,Solo Virtual Exhibition, Art Addiction 

2000  2001 Raymond Hampton /USA, Solo Virtual Exhibition, Art Addiction 

2000 The 2nd Spring Annual in Venice Palazzo correr Venice italy

2000 ”Masks in Venice 3” Annual Exhibition Palazzo correr Venice italy

2000  ”ART internet” Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 

2001 The 5th int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 

2001 The 7th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 

2001 The 6th int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Virtual  Gallery 

2001  ”ART internet” Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 

2002 The 6th int’l Graphic Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 

2002 cOLLAGE international Art Exhibition, Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 

2002 The 8th int’l female Artist’s Art Annual, Art Addiction Virtual Gallery 

2002 The 7th int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art, Art Addiction Virtual  Gallery

2002 The 2nd int’l Small Graphic Art Exhibition Sweden 

Art Addiction was founded in Sweden in 1993 by Petru Russu, visual 
artist, to promote the art and the works of contemporary artists. 

Art Addiction it pursues its aim mainly by organizing international 
exhibitions of its members work. in the past years, Art Addiction 

has organized a series of 50 major international exhibitions at 
the Art Addiction Gallery in Stockholm, Palazzo correr in Venice, 

Piccola Galleria correr in Venice and Art Addiction Virtual Gallery at 
www.artaddiction.se /www.artaddiction.net                                

The gallery also maintain the Art Addiction internet Art Museum, 
Virtual Art Gallery including the works of more than 500 artists from 

65 countries, which is regularly consulted by galleries, organizers and 
individual buyers. 

Art Addiction Virtual Gallery is a meeting point for art and artists, a 
forum that artists can exhibit their latest works, a place where all 

media of artistic expression will stimulate the sensitivity of the art 
lover, penetrating his inner vision. 

in operation for less than 9th years, Art Addiction has over 6000 
artists exposed. The Art Addiction international Art Association AAiAA 

has more than 600 artist members worldwide.
ExhIbITIOnS ORGAnIZEd bY ART AddICTIOn 1993 - 2002 

1993 The 1st int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1994 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 1st int’l Graphic Art Exhibition Sweden

1994 The 1st int’l female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1994 The 2nd int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1995 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 2nd int’l Graphic Art Exhibition Sweden

1995 The 2nd int’l female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1995 The 3rd int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

1996 The 3rd int’l female Artist’s Art Annual Stockholm Sweden

1996 ”Graphic Addictions”, The 3rd int’l Graphic Art Exhibition Sweden

1996 ”Addictions”, The 1st int’l Small Graphic Art Exhibition Sweden

1996 contemporary italian Art, Art Addiction Stockholm Sweden

1996 The 4th int’l Exhibition of Miniature Art Stockholm Sweden

Mail office: MöRByLUnD 19, 9TR.  SE-18230 DAnDERyD  STOcKHOLM  SWEDEn  TEL /fAx+46.8.857264  

WWW.ARTADDicTiOn.nET
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PETRU RUSSU
 ART ADDicTiOn DiREcTOR

Art Addiction 
STOcKHOLM AnD VEnicE

1993 -  2003 

art Addiction is an on-line virtual gallery http:

//www.artaddiction.net

By utilizing the internet as a viewing space and 

virtual environment, Art Addiction has become the 

definitive ‘Art-creator to Art-consumer’ arena. The 

Art Addiction enterprise is owned and operated 

exclusively by Petru Russu, an internationally 

acclaimed contemporary artist. Petru is also 

proprietor of conventional modern art galleries in 

Stockholm, Sweden, and Venice, italy, and publisher-

editor of the international contemporary global art 

magazine, World of Art. 

  

Petru realized expeditiously that the traditional 

notion of viewing and buying art through galleries 

and exhibitions could be simplified by appropriating 

the internet to redefine the traditional modus 

operandi concerning the display and purchase of 

art and he developed Art Addiction, a virtual gallery 

project that quickly evolved into an efficacious on-

line art marketing entity, an endeavour that has 

grown and flourished throughout the last ten years. 

By formalizing an on-line ‘business-of-art’ model, 

expenditures and overhead attributed to the sale 

of art have been slashed, commensurate with 

increased profitability for the associated artists.

 

Being an artist, and understanding the requirements 

of people involved in creative activities, Petru Russu 

has worked closely with his artists to engender 

several unique on-line expositions that have, over 

the last decade, come to be recognized worldwide 

by the internet community. During this process 

Petru has established cogent liaisons within the 

global art-market network and has compiled an 

impressive database of artist clients. More than 

twelve thousand artists actively participate in his 

virtual gallery undertaking, providing artworks for 

exhibition and potential sale on the Art Addiction 

Website. 

By virtue of the exceptional success of his on-line 

gallery, Petru Russu has indicated that forthwith 

he will augment his burgeoning enterprise with 

the production of preeminently high-quality 

publications, making the works of ‘Art Addiction’ 

artist-clients available in print by way of ‘Masters 

of Art’ albums, a series of art books dedicated to 

contemporary artists

(chris Manning, Manning Publishing ltd)



in search of Balkania lifts 
a long overdue ban on 
the Balkans as a site of 
intellectual endeavor and 
cultural desire. conceived 
from the outset as a 
curatorial operation and 
artistic experience against 
expectations, this exhibition 
confronts a subject full of 
contradictions, to which 
everyone brings baggage 
they can’t easily drop. 
This exhibition requires 
that visitors check their 
baggage at the door, and 
allow the content of their 
own mental suitcases to be 
disturbed, questioned and 
de-sensitized before thinking 
uncritically about their 

relation to Balkania again.
if on one level in search of 
Balkania is a rendez-vous 
with a dented landscape full 
of used parts and accidental 
art, where the real still 
matters and storefront 
windows resemble surrealist 
displays, on another level it 
is a virtual encounter with a 
symbolic geography that will 
be the 21st century’s most 
important fold: where east 
meets West, where occident 
becomes orient, and where 
none of the old lines and 
myths about identity, self, 
nation, and other hold. 
indeed, if this exhibition 
presents a picture different 
from any picture previously 

shown in europe of the 
Balkans, it is that there is 
nothing in europe but the 
Balkans. 
Balkania is not a world unto 
itself, but a mirror onto all 
selves. To recognize the 
Balkans is to recognize 
features and syndromes 
out of which cities, wars, 
experiments, ideas and 
visions are composed.
how is such a world 
insinuated within the 
museum environment? 
Working with over sixty 
artists encountered 
during five years of close 
exchanges in the Balkans, 
the curators construct a 
matrix of Balkanic spaces 

and build a complex of 
metaphors derived not 
from the white cube of 
museum logic, but from 
the street collisions and 
market chances of Balkanic 
knowledge. some rooms 
lead to a secret history of 
the avant-garde, others to 
a phenomenology of the 
banal. from the bunkers 
of enver hoxha to the 
imaginary of the Black sea, 
from religious kitsch to 
urban folklore, and from 
croatian conceptualism to 
romanian Dadaism, this 
exhibition considers the 
Balkans as a source of culture 
without which the future of 
europe is unimaginable.

MARinA ABRAMOVic

naMe Pickers 1998

color PhoTogr aPh, 107 x 97 cM.

coll aBor aT ion WiTh The 

PhoTogr aPher Bojan Brecel j 

anD The grouP irWin.

courTesy of The arT isTs
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in SEARcH Of BALKAniA 
nEuE GALERIE Am LAndESmuSEum JOAnnEum, GRAZ AuSTRIA

curaTors: ROGER cOnOVER (us),  EDA cUfER (slo), PETER WEiBEL (a)



SELDA ASAL 
shoe sTore 20 02WinDoW insTall aT ion 

TOMiSL AV GOTOVAc 

fox y MisTer 20 02

5 PhoTogr aPhs, 50 x 60 cM e ach

courTesy of The arT isT

PhoTo : ToMisl av cuvel jak

magda Carneci

in Search of Balkania

as the three curators put it, this exhibition that 

was opened at the neue galerie in graz, austria, 

between october and December 2002, intended 

“to lift a long overdue ban on the Balkans as a site 

of intellectual endeavor and cultural desire.” roger 

conover – executive editor of the department of 

art, architecture and visual culture at the famous 

MiT Press in Boston-, eda cufer – an active 

slovenian art critic, promoter of the irwin group, 

and Peter Weibel – outstanding austrian visual 

artist and theoretician, conceived in search of 

Balkania as a curatorial operation and an artistic 

experience “against expectations”, confronting 

a subject full of historical contradictions and 

cultural prejudices, infamous due to the recent 

ex-yugoslavian wars, but also full of an enormous 

creative potential. it is this explosive artistic 

richness that has become recently fashionable 

again in Western europe, especially in the german-

speaking countries, as the great number of cultural 

events dedicated to the Balkans in the last two 

years prove.

after five years of travels and researches 

throughout the south-east european cultural 

milieus, 60 artists have been eventually selected 

to construct a “matrix of Balkanic spaces” and a 

“complex of metaphors” for what would mean the 

genius loci and the strange, incongruous, essence 

of homo balkanicus. alongside the two floors of the 

neue galerie in graz, an impressive, sophisticated, 

and sometimes shocking exhibitional discourse 

was displayed, that filled up the white, aseptic 
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VL ADO MARTEK 

unT iTleD, ( usa -  Balk an ) 1996

screen-Pr inT, 22 x 30.5 cM.

courTesy of The arT isT

>

GEORGi BOGDAnOV & BORiS MiSSiRKOV 

neW My Thology 20 0 0

3 l ighT Boxes, 60 x 90 cM.

courTesy of The arT isT

iVAnA KESER  >

gene alogy 1993

ink jeT Pr inT, B illBoarD

450 x 210 cM. 

courTesy of The arT isT

cubes of museum logic with an extremely inventive 

visual production, full of vivid, unsophisticated, and 

“hot”, trueness to life, as usually contemporary 

cosmopolit museums and art galleries rarely show.

Photography, installation, video and media art 

dominate the exhibition, wherein from one room 

to another one can meet either a phenomenology 

of the banal, or a conceptual rememoration of the 

secret history of the historical avant-garde (whose 

artists often originated from this region), or a 

situationistic approach of recent history and present-

day politics, or, at last/in fine, a critical-ironical 

(re)appropriation of the Western canon of art history. 

serbian body-art of the ‘70s and performance of 

the ‘80s, croatian post-conceptualism of the ‘90s, 

romanian neo-dadaism, slovenian “retro-avant-

gardism”, or Bulgarian “desacralism”, as well as the 

virulent religious kitsch, an inventive vernacular 

gypsy architecture, the rich urban folklore, the post-

communist architecture of power, or local “neo-

byzantinism” – these are aspects that this exhibition 

takes into account to prove that the Balkans are an 

inexhaustible although not yet “sublimized” source of 
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>

VL ASTA DELiMAR 

Walk as l aDy goDiva 20 02

3 color PhoTogr aPhs on Plex igl ass 

10 0 x 140 cM. e ach

courTesy of The arT isT

culture without which the future of europe 

is unimaginable.

one must mention here the strong presence 

of artists such as the serbian Marina 

abramovic, the Turk huseyin alptekin, the 

Bulgarians nedko solakov and luchezar 

Bojadijev, the croat sanja ivekovic, the 

romanian group subreal, the albanian 

adrian Paci, the slovenian group irwin, 

whose names are already vehiculated/

conveyed in the international environment. 

one could add also some less-known 

names such as Teodor graur, andrei ujica, 

the female group eclipse, Zoran naskovski, 

vlasta Delimar, kiril Prashkov, ivana keser, 

vlado Martek, Braco Dmitrijevic, Tanja 

ostojic, anri sala, rasa Todosijevic, that 

would deserve more attention. Between 

the ethnographical temptation, due to the 

picturesque “otherness” that this region still 

preserves in the mind of many Westerners, 

on one side, and the temptation of an 

internationalized visual jargon, induced by 

any “mega show” intended to recuperate 

and integrate a subject on the planetary 

cultural market, on the other side, the 

three curators have succeeded to keep 

a good balance. The artists’ works focus 

mainly on the recent totalitarian past or the 

confuse, insecure, “transitional” present, 

on aggressive nationalism and obsolete 

parochialism, on economic and political 

misery, and last but not least on pro- and 

anti-Western clicheés. But what 
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subREAL

froM The ser ies : 

inTerv ieWing The c iT ies 

20 02

courTesy of The arT isT 

PhoTo : subre a

KiRiL PR ASHKOV 

naT ional sT yle 1993-20 0 0

series of insTallaTions froM 

fooD, naTural suBsTances, 

founDeD oBjecTs anD reaDy-MaDe 

D iMensions variaBle

courTesy of The arT isT

MARiEL A GEMiSHEVA  >

ouT of Myself 20 02

PhoTo insTall aT ion 

4 Works 150 x 103 cM. 

2 Works 42 x 30 cM.

PhoTogr aPhs By 

Danail shTurBanov 

courTesy of The arT isT
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MiHAi OROVEAnU

PhoTo By anonyMos

froM his collecT ion

courTesy of The arT isT

emerges from the sometimes cynical, sometimes 

humorous, sometimes tragic mixtures of all 

kinds of local artifacts and national symbols 

with sophisticated Western visual technologies 

is mainly an extraordinary vitality and creativity. 

colorful, overwhelming, full of sarcastic sincerity 

about human nature and history, this vital 

creativity assumes and features courageously an 

enormous esthetic and existential kitsch. 

it is difficult to say whether this kitsch, “crude” 

and also pathetic as it is, pertains more to the 

artists than to the curators. anyway, it speaks 

convincingly about “a virtual encounter with the 

future” of the Western world, as the curators put 

it, insofar by the actual peripheralizing of the West 

brought about by the global mixing of cultures 

and the superposition of contradictory visual 

traditions “there is nothing in store for europe 

and the West but the Balkans”. in this respect, by 

its hybrid, “impure” nature, modeled by various 

conflicting cultural and spiritual traditions, the 

soft and democratic concept of visual Balkanism, 

rather than the dangerous political concept of 

Balkanism, might become an interesting aesthetic 

methodology, well adapted to the “less-stable” 

cultural syntheses and the “diasporic” reality of 

the present-day planetary destabilized melting-

pot. in a world where stable, monolithic cultures 

tend to become exceptions, between the scyla 

of monotonous globalization and the carybda 

of local cultural sufficiency, visual (and spiritual) 

Balkanism might represent a possible model for 

fruitful reflections.
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nIkOLAuS-OTTO kRuCh

i think there are fictions that an author has to ask 

forgiveness for. for those that are improbable. 

for example, the one i  am labouring under: the 

final judgement of modern crit ical judgement, 

the judgement of judges, shocked at discovering 

that al l  the painted canvases of the world are 

nothing other than brushstrokes put there by a 

“much larger” painter… and that, all together, they 

form a “much larger” painting, a galactic canvas 

depicting the grimace of terrestrial civilisation, a 

cosmic scream painted by an “ecorche” forced to 

undergo an inhuman dissection, a canvas whose 

chronicle we critics have ourselves adulterated 

through our eulogistic tone.

A canvas exhibited in the astral ether depicting 

the explosion of a supernova; the supernova of 

the history of planet Earth in the age of Kali , 

the last cycle of styles cut adrift. few, very few, 

“brushtrokes” would be found in this galactic 

canvas apart from the angel of death, the scream 

of each ego-atom, prisoners of the “ladle” of 

forms, freed from the metaphors of the gutteral, 

thundering voices of the Ego.  

Very few flashes of l ight in this chiaroscuro.

“The dark monster” of youthful vehemence is 

made clear in the early ‘80s, when the young 

came together in febrile, provocative exhibitions 

pitted against  the comfortable armchairs  of 

preceding artistic techniques and genres, the 

sedentary  iconographies  set  up on the four 

pil lars of official salons: painting, graphic art, 

sculpture and decorative arts.

The  Dantesque  B ienna le  in  Ravenna , wh ich 

has set a diff icult exercise (providing a three-

dimensional i l lustration for a terzina, or stanza, 

of the Divine comedy) gave vent to the exquisite 

mastery of European artists’ abil ity to model 

c lay. One of  these was nikolaus-Otto Kruch, 

who had often won this competititon. His italain 

voyages have enriched his visual scope, which, 

in its senstivity, includes artists that go from 

Donatello to Manzu.

AbSTRACT/AbSTRuSE
the anatomy of anguish

nikolaus-otto kruch

Women and Fish

2001 Bronze 

h.43,5 x w.24,5 x d.9 cm. 

h.17½ x w.10 x d.3½ in.
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The Stations of the cross, which the artist has 

made for the church of the Madonna Pellegrina, 

Padua, have absorbed this profound lesson learnt 

from ital ian art.

Here, the artist provides us with the articulation 

of untimely gestures within the classical matrix 

of coercive iconography of different reliefs. if the 

figural can be recognised in the “composition”, 

then this particular gesture is certainly that of 

“decomposition”.

for the designer or sculptor, the “scalpel” seems 

to be the preferred implement.  its line is always 

redolent of a scream or pain – either, whether it 

cuts across the folds of a fabric or the contours of 

a human body. The expressionist “urgrund” of the 

artist is not so much an element of his personal 

visual culture as a natural option. you become 

classical , but  you are born an expressionist . 

The anatomies the “surgeon” Kruch “operates” 

on, usually human anatomies, are the wounds 

of terror and anguish.  His l ine ( in drawing and 

sculpture al ike) is perpetually the seismograph 

of sedition.  When it is not a violent cut within 

the page of work, it moves randomly in its search 

for the lost whole.

Generally, expressionism incites analogical thought 

prec ise ly  because the  d isgregat ion  of  form, 

“form as the deformation of the Real”, calls (as 

compensation) for the exorcism of words.  Unlike 

the self-sufficiency of “paradise”, the “hell” of 

abstract/abstruse artistic morphologies convokes 

critical discourse as a form of propitiatory magic. 

The cultural equivalent of magic in the modern 

age and the acto of crit ical conscience.

Th is  type  of  ar t  might  wel l  evoke a  sort  o f 

analogical delir ium.

i wil l  not al low myself to be reined into this 

del ir ium precisely because the image is pure 

witness.  it  is the deposition of he who has sat 

before the scene of a drama. But where the artist 

himself is the very scene of that drama.

nikolaus-otto kruch

homoCane

2000 Bronze 

h.28 x w.5 x d.9 cm. 

h.11 x w.2 x d.3½ in.
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DAViD  fR iED   
1962 born in new york city, ny, usa
living and exhibiting around europe

David fried presents recent works that deal with fundamental relationships and their potential recombination. exploring our 
diverse and labile environment, comprised of individuals - so called sovereign entities entwined in a network that is constantly 
changing, these works speak of inter-dependent life, whereby the periphery becomes the centre. his acoustically stimulated 
interactive sculptures “sos - self organizing still-life” are compelling by their symbolically provocative simplicity, creating a live 
complex visual experience as the viewer is moved to forge perspectives on relationships, life and the universe of thought. audible 
sound is transformed into waves that stimulate each of the stone spheres silently into motion, rearranging themselves in continually 
new patterns of elegantly fluid choreography. some kiss, some spin off alone, while others race head-on only to meet with a soft 
embrace- or swerve around one another, often changing the path and destiny of each other without physical contact. The resulting 
choreography is live and directly initiated by its environment. When sound is no longer dedected, the spheres come to rest in ever 
different consellations. fried’s photographic works reveal relationships as delicate temporal architecture, emerging when the primary 
elements of life- water and air- get together. reflecting further on the human condition, these images that resemble living cells called 
“in Bed with lucy and Dolly” take us on a biomorphical journey “from the cambrian sea to the artificial womb”. (Prof. Dr. norbert Bolz)


In bEd WITh LuCY And dOLLY

2001 nonDigiTal c-PrinT on Diasec, 

each 130 x 100 cM. / 51 x 39 in. 

view Frank O.gehry building düsseldOrF

SELF ORGAnIZInG STILL LIFE, 

-ACOuSTICALLY STImuLATEd 

InTERACTIvE SCuLPTuRE- CS1

2001 graniTe, soliD casT-sTone 

sPheres, MicroPhone sensor, 

MixeD MeDia. 

52 x 62 x 15 cM. / 20½ x 24½ x 6 in.   



SELF ORGAnIZInG STILL LIFE, 

-AcOUSTicALLy STiMULATED 

inTERAcTiVE ScULPTURE- BG4

2001 graniTe, soliD casT-sTone 

sPheres, MicroPhone sensor, 

MixeD MeDia 

132 x 102 x 15 cM. / 52 x 40 x 6 in. 

view kunst-MuseuM würzburg  



SELF ORGAnIZInG STILL LIFE, 

-ACOuSTICALLY STImuLATEd 

InTERACTIvE SCuLPTuRE- CELL

2001 QuarTZ, soliD casT-sTone 

sPheres, MicroPhone sensor, 

MixeD MeDia

102 x 77 x 15 cM. / 40 x 30 x 6 in.  





1.   hugo Boss PriZe / soloMon r. guggenheiM MuseuM neW york

4.   Max BeckMann / MoDern TaTe lonDon

10. MaTisse-Picasso / MoMa - The MuseuM of MoDern arT neW york

20. Muse, MoDel, anD arTisT / The geTTy

23. arT 34 Basel /aDverTiseMenT

24. ToPic / The fall of fausT By anDrea PagneZ

26. irish MuseuM of MoDern arT

29. MoDern MuseuM sTockholM / lounge WiTh The liBrary

36. MiMMo PalaDino

38. anDré russo /aDverTiseMenT

40. The Terror ProjecT / By Marlie BurTon-roche

44. The Terror ProjecT / By nancy WorThingTon

46. casTelo Di rivoli / TransavanguarDia By achille BoniTo oliva

51. Musée D’arT MoDerne De la ville De Paris 

52. The sTarke founDaTion / sol leWiTT

58. flávia riBeiro / sTilness in MoTion

62. svein koningen /aDverTiseMenT

63. MarDi / aDverTiseMenT

64. avraM / aDverTiseMenT

65. hagea / aDverTiseMenT

66. eliTe / uMBerTo eco

68. sTane jagoDic / arTisT Profile

69. sorin alBu / arTisT Profile

70. anDré russo / arTisT Profile 

71. göTZ DiergarTen / arTisT Profile

72. ToPic / ginevra De’Benci By TaMara PasZTor

73. fonDaZione PraDa Milan / ToM frieDMan 

74. launa roMoff / arTisT Profile

75. anDrea ZanaTTa / arTisT Profile

76. inTervieW By chrisToPher chaMBers 

77. ken roBinson / arTisT Profile

78. DaBora galley / lynDa Mahan / TiMoThy cuMMings

80. Michele Dal Bon / le Zoie

81. arT Brusseles / aDverTiseMenT

82. arT aDDicTion virTual gallery

84. in search of Balkania /WorlD exhiBiTion

90. nikolaus-oTTo kruch / aBsTracT-aBsTruse By coriolan BaBeTi

92. DaviD frieD / arTisT Profile

93. WorlD of arT Books

96. greenleaf Book grouP /aDverTiseMenT

firsT cover: carsTen höller “WaTerWalker” 2000 / MoDern MuseuM 

sTockholM insiDe firsT cover: MaTisse-Picasso / MoMa neW york

insiDe Back cover: sacal / aDverTiseMenT

Back cover: guggenheiM MuseuM neW york / aDverTiseMenT

fREE infORMATiOn fOR READERS Of

WORLD of ART
for each your preferences circle the corresponding number of the 
adverting on the included fREE infORMATiOn card.
you will receive free information

cO
nT

En
TS

100 Contemporary Artists 2003 is the most up-to-date 
publication to offer an authoritative overview of Art 
Addiction artist’s art of the 1990s onwards: 100 selected 
artists with over 300 reproductions and features pithy 
introductory commentaries by the artists or experts. 
Contact: info@worldofartmagazine.com

nEWS/  WORLD Of ART BOOKS

FEMALE ARTIST’S ART provides examples of 
exceptional quality artwork from a significant number of 
incredibly talented female artists. For inclusion contact: 
info@worldofartmagazine.com
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aMaDa, 51x26x12 cM./ 20x10¼x4¾ in., BronZe
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M a s t e r s  o f  t o d ay  a r t  a L B U M s  d e d i c at e d  t o  c o n t e M p o r a ry  L i v i n g  a r t i s t s 

The living and fluidic 
sculpture of jose sacal 
comes to life in this 
remarkable collection 
from World of art Books, 
edited and published by 
World of art Books and 
Petru russu. 
sacal’s breathtaking art 
in clay, bronze and stone 
graces every page in full 
color prints and details. 
sacal is a modern master, 
and this expertly crafted 
art book does justice to 
his poetic expressions in 
sculpture. 

ron fields 
greenleaf Book group

vEnEZIA
anDrea ZanaTa 

A PIECE OF WORk
jose sacal

from one of the 
most popular and 
brilliant of the young 
generation in italy 
comes this collection 
of photographs by 
andrea Zanatta. 
his art, accented 
with skilled use of 
blurs and lighting 
techniques, showcases 
the ordinary and 
the extraordinary in 
venetian culture. you 
have seen the gondolas 
tethered in the watery 
streets of venice; now 
see it’s cathedrals, 
architecture, people 
and streets in venezia. 

ron fields
greenleaf Book group
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LAndSCAPE And bREAd
Marlie BurTon-roche

M a s t e r s  o f  t o d ay  a r t  a L B U M s  d e d i c at e d  t o  c o n t e M p o r a ry  L i v i n g  a r t i s t s 

mASTERS Of  TODAy

WORLD of ART
Your Art Album NOW!

With the Masters of Today, art books series we open a neW perspective for contemporary living artists. The Masters of Today 
art books presents an overview of artist work, features over 100 full-color reproductions of some of artist most famous work. 
in addition, there are critic essay from renowned art writers discussing artists work and technique. Masters of Today series will 
introduce readers to the latest contemporary artists working in the world today. Their overview will collect never before published 
reproductions of some of their greatest works, as well as present critiques and opinions from art critics all over the world.

creative design and layout by World of art, print in italy on art paper, size 12 x 9½ in. / 29,5 x 24,5 cm., 66 full-color pages, glossy 
hardcover. each album include up to 100 works, cv, and several critic essay. 

World of art Books have the best american distribution possible. Presently, 99% of all bookstores in the united states can order 
World of art Books and the Masters of Today art series. They may order from ingram Book company, the major wholesaler in the 
united states, or direct from greenleaf Book group (440-543-9300). individual customers may buy World of art Books on a variety 
of websites, most of which buy books from ingram Book company as well. album sample available or, simply, loan a copy.

unTiTleD, 1988 oil on canvas 124x165 cM./ 49x65 in.
collecTion of anna van
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DisTriBuTion 
in BooksTores 

inTernaTionally 
-USA, Canada, France, 

Germany, Great Britain, 
Australia, By greenleaf 

Book grouP anD ingraM 
Book coMPany in The 

WorlD Major BooksTores 
incluDing

 Barnes & Noble, Borders, 
Amazon, Powell’s, Alibris, 
Books-A-Million, Buy.com, 

Walmart, Ecampus, 
Textbookx, Blackwel

inTeresTeD?
Contact the Editor

WORLD Of ART
MörBylunD 19, 9Tr

se-182 30 DanDeryD
sTockholM, sWeDen

+46 70 30 86 200
info@worldofartmagazine.com

info@artaddiction.net
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we PubLISh YOuWORLD Of ART BOOKS

Book Production, Distribution and Marketing

www.greenleafbookgroup.com 
(800) 932-5420

Cleveland OH • Chicago IL • Boca Grande FL • Austin TX 

THE ELITE ARTIST’S KEY TO

THE BOOK INDUSTRY

CALL FOR INFORMATION

IN AN INDUSTRY THAT IS SINK OR SWIM, 

WE HELP YOU FLY.
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bRONZe

sCuLPTuRe AvAILAbLe SACAL
mAsTeRs OF TODAY



Guggenheim

PIeRRe HuYGHe

l’expédit ion scint ill ante: a mUsical , act i i : 

Unt itled ( l igHt sHow ) , 20 02 

mixed media .

lower strUctUre: 40 x 192 x 157 cm ; Upper 

strUctUre: 70 x 192 x 157 cm.

coUrtesy of tHe art ist and marian goodman 

gallery, new yorK and paris.

Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum New York

HuGO bOss PRIZe

PIERRE huyGhE




